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Project Over Budget by $3.5 Million

[eavey Center Costs Rise

the existing contract. “Since the revenue expectations. . .
are based on existing contractual terms, negotiations would

by Chris Donesa
HOYA

News Editor

have to be reopened before changes can be made to the
amounts (of debt responsibility),” states an administrative

Construction costs for phase II of the Leavey, Student
Center have already gone $3.5 million over the $45.8 million budgeted for the project, according to Dean of Stu-

report on the Leavey Center released last year. “It is clear
that added revenues can be had from these operations
without adversely impacting the use of these facilities or
the quality of the services offered.”
“The Marriott Corporation has indicated its willingness
to reopen this matter,” the report continued. “It should be pointed out that with this center, Georgetown will become

dent Affairs Jack DeGioia. DeGioia said that the increase
came as a result of high construction costs in the Washington area, and that the issuance of additional tax-free bonds
would cover the shortfall.

“There is an overrun of about three and a half million
dollars in Phase II construction.” said DeGioia. “Our
of Directors was informed of this about two weeks
the Office of Administration and Facilities, who
structing the building. We will be able to finance

the largest contract client of Marriott’s Educational Food | i
Services Division, a division that has recently been ex-

Board
ago by
is conit with

panded to include educational conference centers. The
Georgetown University Center is to be a showcase for this

additional tax- exempt bonds.”

division and thus a keystone to their future success in this
area of operations. Favorable terms can be expected ac-,

Funds to pay off the additional bonds will be drawn from
the various retail and service operations in the Leavey

cordingly”
The cost overrun itself resulted from. higher
than anticipated construction costs. “The report from the
Vice President of Administration and Facilities on this
indicates that the construction costs are much higher in
the District of Columbia than in other areas of the country,
and the construction costs are increasing much more rap-

Center. “The debt service on this overrun will be covered
by the Auxiliary Enterprises of Administration and Facili-

ties,” said DeGioia.
Responsibility for allocating the new debt rests with the
Office of Administration and Facilities. It is expected that

most of the funding will come from the Guest Facility and
Food Service operations, which have been contracted to
Photo by Jennifer

Pye

Increased contract costs for subcontractors to the Leavey Student Center have resulted in a $3.5 million cost

overrun.

Faculty Considers Courseload Change
by Chris Reid
The

HOYA

Assistant

faculty

met

News Editor

February

5 in the

ICC auditorium to discuss the report
of the Core Review Committee but
reached no decision on final recommendations.
“Many faculty members wanted to
see both foreign languages and mathematics in the core and stood up to say

so,” said Prof. Ronald Murphy, S.J.,
head of the Core Review Committee.
“Many stood up to make other suggestions such as having committees to
oversee the five areas of the core.”
“Some of the faculty wanted to hear
what is wrong with the current curric-

ulum.” Murphy said, “The report summarized what was wanted rather
what is wrong.” The next meeting,
rently scheduled for February 19,
examine what the faculty thinks

than
curwill
are

favor the 4/4.” Murphy said, “I'm not
sure as there is no hard data.”
“The 4/4 would put a more bearable
load on the students and would allow

problems in the current curriculum.
‘The four course/four credit system
(4/4) was also discussed toward the
end of the 90 minute meeting.
Although the committee was not specifically charged with debating the 4/4
possibility, they made plans to examine the issue since the subject came up

them more time to study,” Murphy said.
“The 4/4 would make it easier on
the faculty to prepare new courses and
give them more time to interact with

in the meeting, according to Murphy.

one another,” Murphy said. “Also a lot

A switch to a 4/4 curriculum would
put a “tremendous burden on the more’
professionally oriented schools” such

of our faculty is under pressure to pub-

as the School of Foreign Service (SES)

Murphy added that “it is important
not to judge Georgetown by just one
or two schools. The richness of Georgetown is in its many schools. We must

and the School of Business Administration (SBA), according to Murphy,
because these schools’ curriculum is
structured for the five course/ three

credit system that now exists.
Although the faculty has not been
polled, Murphy believes there is support for a change to the 4/4. “I think
an awful lot of the faculty of the nonprofessionally oriented schools would

lish and the 4/4 would give them more

time to do research.”

keep the whole university operating as
a team. Some system of harmony has

HOYA

Staff Writer

The International Leadership Foun-

dation

(ILF) recently sponsored

two

trips to the Middle East. From November 23 to December 2 eight Georgetown students toured Israel and an-

other eight went to Jordan January 3
to 11. On both trips the students met
government officials and toured differ-

ent parts of those countries.
The students in Israel met with Nim-

rod Movik, special advisor to Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres, Brigadier General Sneh, commander of the Israeli
Occupation Army in the West Bank,
Agyeh Levin, who is in charge of policy planning for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Likud and Labor mem-

bers
oren

ng
olva

of

the

Knesset,

the

director

general of the Foreign Ministry, and
the special advisor to the mayor of
Jerusalem. Touring Israel they visited

Heights, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, the Gaza
Strip, the West Bank, the Dead Sea

tories Marwan Dudid, Director General Fareeze of the Ministry of Plan-

and the Lebanese border.
The trip to Israel was funded by the
Israeli Ministry of External Affairs and

ning,

Mohammed

secretaries

of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Jordan Valley Authority, the dean of

Should the university wish to get additional monies from

the Marriott-run operations, they are required to amend

which

Assistant News Editor

Ambassador Nizar Hamdoon, representing the Republic of Iraq, con-

demned the US sale of arms to Iran in
mal Lounge,

calling the act “an ex-

jor destabilizing force in the Middle
East.” The ambassador went on to call
the Persian Gulf. In his speech, Hamdoon warned
Westerners of attempting to aid or appease the policies of the Ayatollah
Khomeini’s
“expansionist
regime,”
comparing them to those of Adolf Hitler prior to World War II. “The Allied
attempt to appease the supposedly lim-

"ited goals of Nazi Germany failed and
paved the road for World War II,” he

Americans. On both trips the students

attained power,” he said. “They use
‘moderate’ as a tactical maneuver; af-

had to contribute $150 to their fare,
food and lodging.
Tom Gregory (SES 87) offered his
impressions on Jordan. “I was definitely
said.

the construction of a parking ‘and energy: Podium
was completed last year.

by Liz Moyer
HOYA

said. “Khomeini and those around him
have repeatedly shown that they approve of violence and that they support a similar aggressive, expansionist
ideology.”

he

:

Currently, workers are

Iraqi Ambassador Blasts Arms Sales

the University of Yarmouk and the
President of Jordan University. In their
tour of the country they visited Amman, refugee camps, the Dead Sea and
the King Hussein Bridge between the
East Bank and the West Bank of the
Jordan.
The trip to Jordan was funded by
the Jordanian Ministry of Information
and the National Association of Arab

encouraged,”

on the building.

“The

govern-

continued on page 2 -

Commenting on reports that the US
had traded arms only with Iranian moderates, Hamdoon denied that such
groups even exist. “Iranian moderates
were eliminated as soon as Khomeini

ter all, Hitler too first pretended that
the had only limited goals.”
Hamdoon called the war between
Iran and Iraq, which is now entering
its sixth year, a dangerous threat to

Photo by Sarah Staffor

Iragi Ambassador

Nizar Hamdoon.

sumed a peaceful attitude throughout.

“There were no indications of
intervention, the Iranians simply used
this as a sympathy ploy against a vul-

“The

nerable West,” he said.

regional stability and safety, but he
maintained that his country has as-

end

number

one

issue

for me

this killing... Western

is to

have.

interests

will be best served by having an independent, stable and non-aggressive
Iran” He described the situation in
Iran now, under the leadership of Khomeini, as “without control.”

He also refuted other US arguments
in defense of the arms deals. Commenting on the belief that Iran needed
the arms to stay together politically,
Hamdoon contended that by keeping
the war going, Iranians would “only

Hamdoon

holds a Bachelor of Sci-

ence degree in architectural engineering from the University of Baghdad.
After receiving his degree, he served
for a period as a reserve officer in the

Iraqi army. As a member of the Arab
Socialist party, Hamdoon has held several positions in the Iraqi government,

most recently as the Undersecretary
to the Minister of Culture in 1981 and
as the Minister of Foreign Affairs from

destroy themselves by a gradual and

1983-84. He has held the position of

sure suicide.” He also discounted the
argument that if the US had not become involved, the Soviet Union would

Ambassador to the United States since
1984, when full diplomatic ties between
the two countries were restored.

Georgetown Broadcasting: The Long Road Back

ut,
hoOtver

by Thomas
HOYA

Pelton

Staff Writer

On a good night in 1977 you could
hear “the voice of Georgetown,” WGTBFM, hundreds of miles in any direction: north and south past Baltimore
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proceeding

threatens to disunify the region around

Alkhatib, Minister of Occupied Terri-

Asked what her impressions of Israel were, ILF delegation member Nora
Priest (SLL ‘87) said, “You start to realize how complicated the Middle Eastern situation is. Israel does give an
impression because the people are very
straightforward. No question is undiplomatic to ask in Israel. The trip was
good to balance my thought because 1
had spent a lot of time studying the
Arab world. One must see the country,
the Golan and the Jordan Valley to
fully understand Israels position. It was
really important to see that.”
The delegation to Jordan met with

of Information

The cost overrun is not expected to affect construction
now

for an end to any foreign policy which

a Bedouin settlement near Jerusalem,
former Syrian bunkers in the Golan

the United Jewish Appeal Federation
of Washington, D.C.

Minister

estimates from the subcontractors were lower than what
actually happened. I think what we did was estimate it at a
certain point, and that was a low estimate.”

erecting the Leavey Center's steel infrastructure as thef rst
step in Phase II construction. Phase II of the Lea
tion and Facilities while Vice President Charles Meng
recovers from surgery, was unavailable for comment. wx» s+ Center deals primarily with the building itself, and oe

‘ tremely dangerous gambit” and a “ma-

ILF Sponsors Middle East Visits
by Richard Wilson

ing were finalized. “I think it was in the process of completing subcontracting bids,” said DeGioia. “The original

rent, the bookstore, and the Marriott operations covered
that shortfall. Jean Saulnier, acting as head of Administra-

a speech Tuesday night in Copley For-

19 and March

While DeGioia is not responsible for monitoring the
building's construction, he said that his understanding was
that the overrun was discovered as contracts for the build-

Gay People of Georgetown University (GPGU). Increased

can implement a 4/4 curriculum.”
Two follow-up meetings are currently
26.

idly. That accounts for the overrun,’ * said DeGioia.

the Marriott Corporation. Marriott Vice President Doug
Craig, when reached by The HOYA, however, said that he
_ had not been informed of any cost overruns by the University and had not been contacted about any changes in
Marriott’s agreement with Georgetown.
Additional debt service was also required when the city
bond issue which was originally to have funded the center
became tied up in Georgetown’s ongoing lawsuit with the

to be established before the university

scheduled for February

z

by John

Marchese

Today's WGTB faces the awesome reputation which the station built up
farip «© 2. © past.

from
dents
their
with

1977-78. In vain the outraged stuof Georgetown fought to retain
FM station, compiling a petition
17,400 confirmed signatures, “the

produced

radio shows

syndicated

at

over 400 radio stations worldwide, that
according to Georgetown Magazine,
“was known around the country as a
leader in alternative broadcasting,” that

was dubbed by the rock group Yes at

largest number of signatures ever com-

the pinnacle of its popularity as “the

and Philadelphia and all the way down
to Richmond, Virginia. On a good night

piled” for such a purpose, according
to the same WGTB fact sheet.

down by newly inaugurated president

in 1987, ten years later, a few hundred
yards from the same broadcast booth,

students in Village C and Loyola search

Healy, however, could not be convinced to keep the popular ancestor
station of today’s WGTB. And although

their AM radio dials for WGTB-AM in
vain, finding nothing but hiss and static.

he had listed “financial hardship” as
the official reason for closing the sta-

The Copley basement based station
that once pumped fifteen thousand FM

tion, money seemed to be of little concern when the station, its FM license

watts of Georgetown twenty-four hours

and equipment, valued at upwards of

a day into homes throughout Washing-

$200,000, were sold to the University

ton and up and down the mid-Atlantic

of the District of Columbia at the price

region, last year had to battle for the
right to trickle its AM sound into New
South Cafeteria.

of one dollar.

End Of An Era
Photo

released in 1978 claimed that student
participation had increased “five fold”

In the minds of many students there
was absolutely no justification for clos-

ing the station. A WGTB

* ‘act sheet”

To understand today’s vastly differ-

best station in the country,” was closed
Timothy Healy
test. One of the
the time for the
“steady decline

amid a storm of proreasons Healy gave at
closing was an alleged
in student interest” in

the station.

Controversy .about the role of a radio station at a Catholic university did
not arise until 1970, when the station
went to an all rock and roll format.
The radical change evidently enraged
ex-moderator Rev. Francis Heyden,
who had controlled the station and its

to look

“easy listening” format since the sta-

beyond the station’s present day tech-

tion’s inception, around 1946.
Throughout the 70’s, as the station
became more popular and musically
“narrow,” as described by current

ent

WGTB,

it is necessary

nical and economic situation at the
complex and often bizarre history of a
popular rock and roll station.
In 1978 the radio station that had

WGTB

General Manager Kevin Roy

(SFS

'88),

concentrating

more

and

more on “acid rock,” protests from the
administration mounted, until in 1978
Healy decided the station was no
longer an “instrument” of the university’s purposes, but rather “a great animal” that did not “belong in this zoo”
(the rapidly hoderiging Georgetown
campus).

“Controllable” WGTB Reborn
For four years Georgetown had no i
radio station. Then, in 1982, what has

slowly grown to be the current WGTB
was created. According to Roy, the
administration allowed the station's recreation only on a much smaller, manageable scale, with the implicit under-

standing that WGTB must prove it can
broadcast without “doing what happened in the 70's”
To keep the station under control
the new WGTB must use, as Manager
Roy described it, “the lowest form of

broadcasting equipment,” a 1940’s era
“carrier current” system instead of their

continued on page 5
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by Timothy J. Campbell
HOYA

Mark Quinlivan (SFS '87), president of Amnesty International (AI)
at GU, has announced the release
from a Moroccan prison of politi-

Gardner Offers Summer Course

cal prisoner Mohammed Mechbal
after 11 years. Georgetown President Rev. Timothy Healy has offered
a full scholarship to Mechbal to at-

Professor William B. Gardner, Ph.D will offer his "Internship in Business”
course this summer to sophomores and juniors in the School of Business
Administration. The 3-credit course entails a summer-long internship, intern
meetings and a paper.
“The

course

has a twofold

advantage.

On

the one

hand,

students

tend GU, but he has been unable to
obtain a visa.

are

gaining practical work experience,” said Gardner. “But at the same time,
they are participant-observers working within the course to understand what
| working is about, how it influences you, what role-playing goes on.” The
~ students write an ethnography, or description of the workplace and what goes
on during a day. “The ethnography gives a feeling for what it is like to work in
X,Y or Z company,” said Gardner.
The program criteria will be posted at the end of February in 105 Old
North or in Gardner's office following the decision as to whether the course
will be offered on a mail-in correspondence basis for interns working outside

the Financial

Aid

Office.

The

scholarship

was found guilty of membership in

“tan Police in Ward 2, which includes
‘Georgetown University, show that a
clear majority of the crimes which take
place on campus and in surrounding
area are property related rather than
acts of violence against students and
others, according to community relations officers Jay Brandenburg and
Marti Clark.
Approximately 80 to 90 percent of
the crimes in this vicinity are robberies, burglaries, and simple breaking and
entering, all grouped under private
property offenses, Brandenburg explains. “Ward 2 is in the top three wards
~ for most occurrences of crime in this

city,” said Brandenberg. According to
Brandénberg, many bars and restaurants in the area contend with cash
register robberies, damage to exterior
property and assaults by customers

TUT

reported.

Brandenberg said further that the
university's own crime is higher than
other residential areas in Ward 2 because the criminal activity from M
Street and Wisconsin Ave. “inevitably

Continued from page 1

prised me. The

tour centered

on the

Arab-Israeli conflict. Many people repeated Jordan's claim to the West Bank.
This came through at every single
meeting.”
Priest and Gregory expressed no
concern for safety on their respective
journeys. Priest offered, “Despite how

small it is, Israel is a very stable place.
You are not worried about terrorism
there. After the first day, that is not a
consideration.”
Both said they enjoyed meeting the
residents of the country they went to
the most. Priest appreciated the diversity and the knowledge of current events
of the Israeli people. Gregory added,
“I loved getting to sit down with the
people, from government ministers to
professors to students, to talk about

HOYA
CLASSIFIEDS

Illinois

A proposal for future landscape ren-

and

apartments.

Like in the rest of the ward and city
crime

that

is reported

is

property-related.
Break-ins are frequent, according to
the stats, on the university campus.
Theft of property and money is commonplace. In September 1986, for example, there were 19 reported property-

related crimes. Necklaces, cash, credit
cards, bicycles, backpacks, books, and
watches were stolen from dorms, apartments, and Lauinger Library. The value
of the stolen goods was approximately
$4000.

pus will be presented February

also suffer. The Medical Center and
Dental School in the same month reported over $10,000 worth of medical

various breakéins and robberies, most
of ‘which occurred from Reservoir Road.

17 to

the Landscape and Sculpture Committee of Georgetown. Jean Saulnier, Executive Director of Physical Plant, said

.that this project was initiated about a
year ago and M.Paul Friedburg was
chosen as the architect in charge of
designing the master plan. Friedburg
was selected for the project after interviews of major landscape architects.
The major changes will take place
in the Healy lawn area, the quadrangle

or just off university property in the
same month, and one was of a sexual
nature. Next Week: What the univer-

sity is doing to fight crime and make
students aware of its extent on campus.

U.S.-Jordanian relations. I enjoyed the
many informal and candid conversations we had.”
Asked what he liked least about the
program, Gregory said, “It was so busy
we did'not have a chance to meet more

Jordanians in a relaxed atmosphere.”
Singh said that ILF may sponsor trips
to Communist China, Taiwan, Saudi
Arabia and Oman this semester. He

said that no plans were finalized but
that the trips would probably occur
over Easter break.
The students who went to Israel included David Oxenstierna (SFS 87),
Richard Reavey (SFS ‘88), Priest, David Agnew (CAS '87) Chris Hansot
(CAS ‘88), Harry Feder (SFS ‘88), Beth
Smith (SFS ‘88), William Ardrey (SFS
‘87), Gregory, Brian Kennedy (CAS
‘88), Chris Elwell (SFS ‘89), and Mohammed Malley (SFS ‘90). ILF President Adish Singh (SES ‘87) went on

both trips.
PIZZA

NOW

DELIVERS

gyros

to G.U.

333-5551,

HEALTHY

MALES

WANTED

as se-

men donors: Help infertile couples.
Confidentiality
insured.
Excellent
compensation. Contact Dr. Fugger

at Genetics and IDS Institute. Fairfax,
698-7355.

A NEW ZAP TYPE CONCEPT: RESUMES—Rush Service at the same
low price. While-u-wait professional
resumes are now possible by combining 15 years of professional experience,
state-of-the-art
typesetting
equipment, ‘and a commitment to
serve those who need it yesterday!

775-4898
2029 K St., NW-

PROCESSING—

Theses/Dissertation. Thirteen years
experience, familiar with Turabian,
APA and graduate school require-

ments. Manuscripts, Proposals, Repetitive
letters.
Pickup/Delivery
available. Bethesda, 365-4632.

EUROPEAN

TRAVEL

COMPANY

needs publicity agent for campus and

area advertising. 5-10 hrs/wk, flex.
$6/hr or substantial commissions,
travel.

Letter

Schmidt,
more, MD
early Feb.

217

or

East

21202.

work

someone’s release. There are a lot
of factors involved in the release of

a prisoner,” he said. He concluded,
however,

“Amnesty

can

be quite frustrating at

times, so when you see that someone does get released, it is extremely
rewarding.”

International

resume

Preston,
We

will

to

one with the potential for
The old college well will
a similar structure will be
parallel to it for purposes

carts, a fountain and a stage area.

of symmetry. Furthermore, the courtyard will be sunken and, as Price puts

The exponents of the proposal acknowledge that “rapid redevelopment
and provision for needed amenities of
the University in the last 20 years have
created the need to unify the old with

it, “there are going to be tables, chairs

the new in architecture, as well as land-

and a band of trees facing each of the

be higher and wider than the existing
base. The circle surrounding the statue is designed to become the “ceremo-

buildings in the Quad to soften their
harsh aspect.”
In the master plan, the Red Square

nial heart” of the campus. According

Plaza

to Dean Price, University Architect for
Campus Planning, one of the main ob-

expanse of brick paving with no visual
boundaries or pedestrian amenities.”
The proposal calls for major landscape
and architectural changes for this area
with the purpose of converting it into
the principal outdoor social center for
student interaction. This will include
the setting up of tables, chairs, areas

scape. “They also discussed the need
for the creation of an image of informal elegance and an environment of
social interaction as overall objectives
that will guide decision for all individual components of the campus.
The models for the project are currently in exhibition at the ICC galleria

jectives for the Healy lawn area is to

The plans for the Quadrangle are to
eliminate the two existing fountains and

is describes

as a “flat,

boring

until next Thursday,

when

Price will

formally present the proposal to the
Landscape and Sculpture Committee.
Final approval “will rest with Charles
Meng (Vice President for Administra-

tion and Facilities) and Father Healy”

for social exhibits, flags, banners, book

Community Service Pays Off With Rhodes
HOYA

Assistant News Editor

stated

Three Georgetown students contin_ ued recent successes by winning Rhodes
* Scholarships this year, second only to
Yale’s four Rhodes Scholars. George-

town has had five Rhodes Scholars in

success puts the university in the forefront of colleges competing for the
prestigious grant.
Nina Bowen, Mark Ouweleen, and

" Brett Scharffs join Dan Porterfield, a
winner in December of 1983, and Len
- Schoppa, who won in 1984, as recent
Georgetown Rhodes Scholars.
Although this might be interpreted

as a trend, Ouweleen does not believe
so. “I'm

leery of trends.

It could

be

that more Georgetown students are
now considering applying,” Ouweleen
said. Scharffs agreed saying that “one
year does not a trend make.”

A main reason for Georgetown’s success is the importance of community

“that

students

who

shall be

elected to the Scholarships shall not
be merely bookworms.” His will also
says that the student must demonstrate
“moral force of character and instincts

to lead and to take an interest in his

All three Georgetown students ful-

for

two. years,

and

Corps

seems to be unselfish. We've got to use
others’

“not a reward but an investment in a

that “we’re one of the standard-setters.

life dedicated to serving others and
that’s what Georgetown and Christianity is about. Georgetown is well-suited
and designed to help others out. When

We prepare students to serve various
constituencies which is very consistent
with the Rhodes.”

this is encouraged, it leads to the same
philosophy as the Rhodes.”

success in recent years is simply that
applications from Georgetown students

“The Rhodes Committee can see
through people that are really focused
inward completely and people who are

have risen. The number of applications had risen steadily until it leveled
off at 26 for each of the past four
years.
“If you throw more hats in the ring,
one or two is bound to be picked,”

very sharp, very bright, brilliant even
but maybe they hadn’t done too much
for other people,” Scharffs said.

AT. Ikaros for pizza and
5551, 333-5545

gyros.
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333-

for men and women in: Arts & Crafts,
Photography, Ham Radio, Science,
Rocketry,
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Unit

Leaders, Pool & Lake Director. Write
Camp Director, 1 Newtown Woods
Rd., Newtown Square, PA 19073 or

phone (215) 353-0981.
NOW! Spring Break repre-

sentatives for Collegiate Tour & Travel.
Call

Earn free trips and cash
1-800-328-8322, ext. 579.

too!

BULIMIA: The American University
seeks women over 18 who binge and
purge by both self-induced vomiting
and laxatives to participate in a study
on Bulimia. Confidential. Time required: 2 hrs; pay $10.00. Call Dr.
James Gray or Elizabeth Wagner.

885-1710.
HIRING TODAY! TOP PAY! WORK AT
HOME No experience needed. Write
Cottage

Industries,

1407}%

Jenkins,

Norman, Oklahoma 73069
GRE eo LSAT « GMAT « MCAT

Balti-

Effective Speed Reading
Academic
Preparation Centers
Transemantics. 362-7386.

of

reason

for Georgetown’s

SENIORS/GRAD
STUDENTS:
MANAGE on-campus MARKETING
programs

SUMMER
CAMP
COUNSELORS
NEEDED for Brother/Sister camp in
Waynesboro, PA: Positions available

WANTED

Another

for

Fortune

500

Compa-

.

were equal opportunities for all. “It’s
such a competitive process. We've got
a number of talented seniors and they
are given opportunities for the postgraduate work they deserve.”

A Rhodes victory brings credit to
the university but Ouweleen felt that
the university did not look at the trio
as simply sources of pride. “Fr. Healy
looked upon us with fatherly pride. He
was glad for us. He was happy for the
Georgetown name but not primarily.
He was just proud and happy,” Ou-

tice interview sessions. It’s not like
Georgetown can throw weight around.

weleen said.

They just offer practice and perspective,” Ouweleen said.

“For me, it’s representative that we
have as talented undergraduates as any

of the other places in the country. It’s

“We put forth 26 people. That seems
to say that there was at least 26 people
who expressed an interest. I did see a
lot of attention being paid to a lot of
people,” Scharffs said.
“It’s basically an individual enterprise. The school cannot win a Rhodes
Scholarship for any individual. Most
of the preparation I did for the Rhodes
Scholarship-was preparation 1 did on
ADOPTION —Family seeks to adopt
baby. Will pay expenses. Call collect
anytime. Marianne (301) 465-1066.

a feather in the cap for our faculty,”

DeGioia said.
“It reflects well on the school when
their students do well in any field. The

Rhodes Scholarship is something, that
is rigorously selected and the track record of many Rhodes Scholars in the
past has been pretty impressive,”
Scharffs said.

ITING: Papers, articles, briefs, dissertations, books, resumes, cover
letters. Letter quality. Ballston area.
Joan Maruyama, 527-2151.

for Campus Connection, our student
run,
national
college
advertising
guide. Currently at 25 universities,
we'll provide complete training, materials, and support. Call Jay Wilkinson, Manager at (402) 477-1402 any
weeknight or weekend. Ideal for ambitious, personable freshman-junior.

: SEMINARS
"896.1577
Al

counselors.

For

Birchmont, Personnel Department,
Mineola Avenue, Roslyn, NY 11576

BINGE EATERS —Women ages 1829 who binge and purge are needed
for a research study. Confidential.
Call Kay Kosak 454-6896, 589-5417:

Early Registration Discount

i

TIRED OF BORING
PART-TIME
JOBS? Explore Kastle Systems. Our

front, tennis, softball/baseball, basmore information write: Pierce Camp

Ask about our
Guarantee and

SUMMER
JOB.
Prestigious
New
Hampshire co-ed camp needs responsible, highly motivated individuals. Good salary, room, board, laundry and transportation or compensation from the N.Y. area provided.
Group leaders (college grad) waterketball and general

EARN $2000-$4000 as you gain unbeatable business experience. Be
the GU Sales & Marketing Director

ELLINGSON
REVIEW

G
G

*

nies. Excellent BUSINESS opportunity. Call Campus Dimensions, Gene
or Michell, 1-800-592-2121.

WORD PROCESSING, TYPING, ED-

that the program

was encouraged enough and that there

Puryear’s advice and time and the prac-

In the community service area, Jack
DeGioia, Dean of Student Affairs said

Scharffs said.
DeGioia agreed

Both Ouweleen and Scharffs agree
that each applicant received equal opportunities for help from the university and that favoritism was not involved. “I think the applicants were
treated equally. I did not go to all the
breakfasts and interviews because I was
busy. I do think Dr. Puryear encourages everyone equally and I don’t think
they pick and push. They just have Dr.

The common link between the three
is the community service, according to
Ouweleen. “The direction of our lives
whatever we've got to better
lives a little,” Ouweleen said.

were willing to give me critical advice,”

some good applicants might be missed
but Dr. Puryear is very thorough,”
Ouweleen said.

filled Rhodes’ stipulations. Bowen has
been a Peace Corps volunteer since
September, 1985 in Sierra Leone, West
Africa, Scharffs was a Mormon misin Japan

and be very critical." I found no difficulty finding a variety of people who

wakes some people up to an something they didn’t know existed. I think

duties as his highest aim.”

Ouweleen Jesuit ‘Volunteer
worker in Buffalo, New York.

“I had the benefit of being oncampus so I was able to benefit from
Dr. Puryear’s expertise. But he’s a busy
man and wasn’t able to spend too much
time on my essay, for example. I found
other professors and other friends who
would help me go through my draft

versity program which contacts potential scholarship candidates and helps
them in the application process. “It

will be likely in afterlife to guide him
to esteem the performance of public

sionary

my own,” Scharffs said.

said Gary Krull, Director of Public
“Relations.
:
Dr. Edgar F Puryear operates a uni-

schoolmates for those latter attributes.

service in the Rhodes competition.
Ouweleen stressed that the Rhodes is

THIN IS IN BUT FAT IS WHERE

Scharffs said.
“If you have success, you probably
have more qualified students interested
and more qualified students applying,”

Cecil Rhodes described this need for
community service in his will. Rhodes

by Chris Reid

Mr.

contact

build a main
a sculpture.
be kept and
constructed

to move out so the area will serve for
the students to use as the front lawn of
the University and not as a main traffic thoroughfare.”
The statue of John Carroll will be
placed on a stepped pedestal that will

and O Street entrance, except for ceremonies and necessary service/emer-

sports activities. Also needed,

TYPING/WORD

release of Mechbal.
Quinlivan declined to take credit
for Mechbal’s release. “No Amnesty
* International group takes credit for

and red square plaza. The campus plan
also requires the closing of the 37th

wi Theréwere also 3 reported assaults ony ##€ past four years. The continuing

pizza and
333-5545

February calling for the immediate

“reduce it to a quiet front yard with a
lot more green and substitute the current dirt paths with brick walkways for
the protection of the grass.”

University and administrative offices

IKAROS

>hoto by John Marchese

Mark Quinlivan (SFS '87), president of Amnesty International at GU.

the delivery trucks “are going to have

ovation and development of the cam-

offices, dormitories,

also

gency vehicles. According to Saulnier,

by Flavio Cumpiano-Alfonso
HOYA Staff Writer

Tour Visits Middle East
ment ran the tour but it still was encouraging to see its attitude toward
peace. The development of Jordan sur-

Homewood,

faculty

Architects Finish Plans for Landscape Changes

‘against other patrons orl against owners and employees. Most of the crimes
against an establishment's property are

struggle to secure Mechbal’s release,
and GUSA passed a resolution last

in

SFS

Proposal to Retain College Well

spills over” into the university area and
because students are perceived as easy
targets for crime. Crime statistics for
the university show frequent and consistent attacks on university property,
itself, most

state,” according to Quinlivan.

group

of the

to a

~ Mainly Property Theft
The records of the DC Metropoli-

wrote letter for AI and joined in the

on his behalf to the Moroccan gov-

Georgetown Crime Concerns
Staff Writer

Members

internal security of the Moroccan

adopted him as a prisoner of conscience and began writing letters

Compiled by: Kathryn Law and Chris Donesa.

HOYA

Moroccan Embassy officials and to
the Moroccan government itself to
protest Mechbal’s imprisonment.

an organization “plotting against the

a

needy, service oriented underclassman and was established in memory of
Rev. Daniel E. Power, who died in 1976. Applications are due by March 6.

by Chris DePhillips

allowing

ing letters to U.S. Congressmen, to

to Morocco’s an-

Amnesty International became
involved with Mechbal in 1978 when

is awarded

to Quinlivan,

lectuals opposed

was tried in a 1977 mass trial and

Applications for a $1,000 scholarship from Alpha Phi Omega are now
available in the fraternity’s office in Copley B-02, the Office of Student

according

Frontiaste made up of young intel
nexation of the Spanish Sahara. He

| APO Provides Scholarship

In 1984, Healy began di-

rectly writing letters to the Moroccan ambassadors in Washington and
to the United Nations. He has also
reportedly spoken to numerous gov+ ernment officials in his involvement
on Mechbal’s behalf. Healy has offered Mechbal a full scholarship to
attend GU to complete his education. Mechbal’s visa “would not be
forthcoming until later this year,”
him time to “think about his family
and future.”
The Amnesty International group
on campus has been actively writ-

Mechbal was an active member
of the Moroccan political group

Washington, D.C.

Activities, and

Staff Writer

_

computer communications center is
looking for part-time computer operators to staff our facility near the
Rosslyn Metro in Arlington. We are
interested in talking with cheerful,
energetic people who enjoy working
in a fast-paced environment. Prior
experience with computers is not re-

quired. These are challenging positions which offer. flexible hours, a
sense of responsibility, and ample
opportunity for advancement. The
training program is scheduled to begin soon. If interested, call Micky
Keener or Dave Knight at (703) 524-

7911.
WRITER—KASTLE

SYSTEMS

To

write operations and training manuals. The successful candidate will
be working with our operations and
training staff to modify existing ma-

terials and develop new manuals. We
are interested in speaking with cheerful, energetic creative people able to

SONY SPORTS WALKMAN—Disabled student lost Walkman in Walsh
Building Thursday,

February 5. Be a

considerate person and return it, no
questions, $20 reward. Call John
337-8239 or Gloria 848-3207, 5371751,

Prof. Marvin 223-1635
SALE:

1982

Red

Chevette

Hatchback. AM/FM cassette, 2 new

provide constructive criticism. Course
CASTING CALL on Sunday, February

or experience in education would be
most helpful. If interested, write:

15, All-American girls for 1988 Harley-Davidson poster and calendar,

22209

Research. 2130 P St., NW, Suite 1002

- FOR

work focusing upon extensive writing

David Knight, Kastle Systems, 1501
Wilson
Blvd.,
Arlington,
Virginia

TYPISTS —2 student typists needed
part-time. National Institute for Health

5-8

pm.

at Champions,

1206

tires, brand new clutch, asking $2200
MUST SELL! Call 462-0858 (Home)
or 235-8727 (work)

Wis-

consin Ave., NW in Georgetown. For
more information call 255-9500.

IBM PRO PRINTER still under warranty for sale CHEAP 920-7043
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Survey

by Craig Goldblatt
HOYA

The

Association (GUSA) presidential elections. John-Marc Clark (CAS ‘88),
Shahe Manoukian (SBA ‘89), Bob Redmond (CAS ‘88), Andy Shipe (SFS ‘89),
Greg Kaler Smith (CAS 88), and Scott
Stavrou (CAS ‘88) will compete in the
February 24 election and several candidates have declared for class representatives.
All GUSA representative and presidential candidates attended an informa-

Staff Writer

results of the SFS

Academic

Council survey conducted

in Novem:

ber show student dissatisfaction
with
two SES core curriculum courses,
Characteristics of Western Civilization

and Principles of Microeconomics.
When asked to indicate which SFS
Core Curriculum courses they found
least valuable, 125 out of 377 students
indicated Western Civilization and 50
indicated Principles of Microeconomics. “I'm not at all surprised by the
results,” said Chris Nettesheim, president of SFS Academic Council. “Western Civilization is a great idea, but like
many of the grandiose plans SFS comes

tional meeting last Thursday outlining
election procedures. Each of the candidates had to declare candidacy by
Sunday. Campaigning began Monday,
February 9, and will run until election

hoto by M

riann

SFS students ranked class size first among areas that need improvement.

up with, it falls flat. It’s poorly organized and while its intent is to give stu-

courses, the results indicate a real prob-

dents a broad overview of Western civ-

lem which

ilization, it presents them with a series

more,” said Nettesheim.
Principles of Microeconomics was
another poorly rated class, most likely
due, Nettesheim believes, to its huge
size. “Like so many SFS courses, it’s

of disjointed lectures which never adheres

to any

coherent

format

and

it

tends to confuse rather than educate
students.”
Nettesheim said that he hopes the
results of the survey will move the
administration to reconsider the Aca-

demic

Council’s

propositions

for

reforming the course which it had previously rejected. Although underclassmen tended to be less harsh in their

ratings of Western Civilization, indicating that some improvements may
have occurred, approximately 40 percent of sophomores and 54 percent of
juniors who

answered

said that West-

ern Civilization did not give them a
sufficient background to compare Western civilization to other civilizations.
“Considering that Western Civiliza-

tion is supposed to be one of the best

can’t be overlooked any-

just massive. In order to incorporate
the “small” aspect, they break the class

up into recitation sections run by T.A’s.
But the survey shows that this just isn’t
an adequate solution.” Recitation sections for Principles of Microeconomics were

rated

an average

of 2 on

a

scale from one to five.
Along the same lines, class size was

by far the most important complaint
among students. Out of 547 students,
189 ranked class size first among things

they felt should be improved. 141 students ranked quality of staff first, 98
said Financial Aid, 76 said curriculum

and 26 said study abroad.

courses SFS students take, and the ba-

Also significant in the survey was
the overwhelmingly positive response

sis for a lot of comparative

to the recent elimination of Macro-

studies

economic Theory and its replacement
by a second semester of International
Economics. 238 out of 293 said that it
was an improvement.
The second biggest complaint among
students after class size is the number
of requirements. “A possible solution
in this case might be to reduce the
number of requirements in history, economics and government from four se-

mesters to three to allow students more

panel discussions, and entertainment.
Next week, the program will con-

by Nicole Wong
HOYA Staff Writer
student organizations of
have chosen the theme
Impressions and New Dithe celebration of Black

Nettesheim. He pointed out, however,

that the heads of each of these departments were entirely opposed to any
Despite complaints about specific
problems at SES, the overall responses
to the school were favorable. Most seniors gave SFS fours and fives on a
one-to-five scale. Out of 494 students,
457 said they found the Dean’s Office
responsive to their problems and ques-

tions. Out of 542, 526 said that they
would recommend SFS to a prospective student.

roles of blacks, a “Blast from the Past”
dance, and Black Pride Day.

The enthusiasm for Black History
Month, however, should not be mea-

February was dedicated to the aware-

Black Student Alliance and co-chairperson of the Black History Month
committee. In addition to the lectures
given up to this point by Senator Julian
Bond and Georgetown alumnus Conan
Louis, the program has focused on the
solutions to present problems of and
the future for blacks.
“Black History Month isn’t just for

ness and encouragement of black cul-

ture, beginning with a candlelight vigil
held at Georgetown’s St. Williams
Chapel on

February

1. The

celebra-

tions of Black History Month was first
begun in 1922 by American historian
Carter G. Woodson, according to Al-

thea Simmons at the Washington bureau of the NAACP. Today, Black History Month is celebrated across the
country.
Cultural, political, and performing
groups will participate in this year’s
activities, including the Black Student

black

students,”

said Powery.

“I feel

the

that every month should be dedicated
to a different ethnic group to celebrate
their history. This way people can learn
about one another and understand
each other’s strengths.” Other groups
involved in Black History Month are

Black Theatre Ensemble, Gospel Choir,

the Progressive Student Union, George-

and

town Program Board, and the Student
Coalition Against Apartheid and Rac-

Alliance,
Black

Georgetown’s
Movements

NAACP,
Dance

Thea-

tre. The month will include speakers,

representative to GUSA.

been “less strict than usual,” and that

GUSA needs to expand its committee |

“there have already been several prob-

structure. “The potential is there,”
comments Stavrou, “the Student Asso-

lems. There

are people ripping down

signs, and other problems exist.”

ciation just needs the right direction
from the top.”

Stavrou has served two terms as class

HOYA

Manhattna, where he was the director

His funeral on Monday at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York was attended by several university officials,
including Father Healy, who received
medical care from Dr. Rizzo when he

of orthopedic surgery.
Rizzo graduated from Georgetown

had a heart attack. The university will
hold a memorial service for him at a.

in 1953 along with his twin brother
Thomas. Both have since been very

date to be announced. The family has

active in university affairs. Peter Rizzo

made to Georgetown University. The
board of the New York branch of the
Georgetown Alumrii Association is discussing the possibility of dedicating a
scholarship in his memory.

the news that his request was rejected,

by Alice Lustig
Staff Writer

Dr. Peter-Cyrus Rizzo III, chairman

of the committee on campus ministry
of the Board of Regents, died in New

York City on Friday, February 7 of a
gunshot wound to the head.

The shooting occurred at the Fire
Department’s Health Services Bureau
in New York where Rizzo and a panel

he entered the hearing room and fired
two shots at Rizzo. He died Saturday
morning in St. Vincent's Hospital in

asked that any memorial donations be

is the father of Andrea (CAS ’88) and
Marguerite (SLL 87); Thomas Rizzo is
the father of Katherine (SBA ’89), Pe-

ter (MED 87) and John (CAS ’90).

sured only by the number of people
attending the events, according to
Powery. She sees the program’s suc-

cess in the number of people and interest reached overall. “There is so
much going on this month,” said Powery.
“Even though we might not have a lot
of people, at each event, we are attract-

fous

ing different people each time.”

Sides

ath rian

Péwery hopes that this month will
promote the awareness of black history and black students on campus.
“When we come to college, we study
so much Western civilization and West-

|i

“And

also,

there

are

so many

1

In fact, we'll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That's in
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees.
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
And here is how it works!
If you're selected for a Physician's Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or Air
Force—you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserves.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical. experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity of
patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.
For more information, send in this coupon. There is no obligation.

ern culture and about slavery and the

emancipation, but not enough about
the civil rights movement,” she said.
great

Black authors and inventors that have
contributed to American culture. I
think it’s really exciting to be more
aware.”

Cherry Tree Massacre

| Tellme how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
ms can help pay my medical school expenses. | understand there is no obligation.
YES!
Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box 2865

9010
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Photo by Pia Hoffman

Several a capella singing groups from East Coast colleges joined the Georgetown Chimes in the Cherry Tree
performance

He feels that

ism. “We all have to support each other
because we're working toward a common goal,”said Catalina Sol (CAS 90)

Americans,
according to Barbara
Powery (SFS,’89), vice president of the

oo

Stavrou noted that the commission has

Board of Regents Member Killed

ity of a retired fire fighter for disability
pension. When the fireman received

of PSU.

month’s focus on the past, present, and
future of blacks in America.

some disappointment with the performance of the election commission.

of doctors were examining the eligibil-

tinue with Soul Night at the Pub, dis-

The events emphasize both the political and cultural history of black

mitted to spend up to $200 on the election effort. All campaign materials,
however, must be approved by the Student Activities Commission (SAC) as
well as by the GUSA election commission, which is chaired by Wendy Walters (NUR 87).
Scott Stavrou (CAS ‘88), a candidate for GUSA President, expressed

such plan.

cussions on the political and economic

History Month. The theme reflects the

day. The new officers’ and representatives’ terms will begin March 1.
Candidates for GUSA representative
may spend $25 on their campaign,
while presidential candidates are per-

flexibility in their course work,” said

February Celebrates Black History
The black
Georgetown
“Reflections,
rections” for

Staff Writer

Six candidates have declared for this
year’s Georgetown University Student

by Alice Lustig
HOYA
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GUSA Candidates Begin Campaign

X
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last weekend.

Valentine's Day Special at Eagle
Specials on champagne and other liquors

PEAGLE
‘Park Free On Our Lo

(RNY

WINE & CHEESE

3345 M Street, Northwest
Washington, oC: 20007
Phone:
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at Key Bridge
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Intern Deadlines Near
by Jennifer Annick
by Kathryn Law
HOYA

Staff Writer

‘During past summers, Georgetown students have interned with
Vice President Bush's scheduling office, the Supreme Court, television's

Entertainment Tonight, and banking firms such as First Chicago Bank
and EF Hutton. Application deadlines for the more popular summer
internship, programs this year, however, have passed or are soon approaching. According to Career
Planning and Placement Internship
Specialist Wanda Jones-Yeatmah,
“Many positions are going untaken.
There is a lot more opportunity than
students are taking advantage of.”
Fifteen hundred to 2,000 Intern-

ships remain on file in the 20 binders at the CP&P Internship( Office
located on 3rd Maguire, according
to Jones-Yeatman. The positions
range in fields from the sciences to .
the humanities. An additional student-run internship bureau is located in the GUSA office, where
appointed students actively solicit

internships from employing organi-

zations and all US
Representatives.

Senators

HOYA

and

Spring break packages at Corp
Travel have been an “incredible suc-

“The firms and organizations that

list with us are primarily looking
for Georgetown students and may

cess” according to Doug Carlucci (CAS

’87), the Director of Travel. This year,
close to two hundred fifty students have
taken advantage of the packages as
compared to approximately fifty in 1986.
The success is due to a different strat-

not be listing any other places,” adds
Jones-Yeatman. These sponsors include alumni and organizations that

have worked successfully with
Georgetown students before. Most

egy implemented primarily through the

elimination of the system of deposits
which had previously required reservations for large blocks of tourists. The

available public relations and gen-

eral accounting internships have
deadlines in March.
GUSA Vice President Greg Smith

WR

Photo by Karen Scott

Many students refer to CP&P
summer internships.

said, “If you haven't found what you
were looking for before it would
behoove you to check in periodically. It is a dynamic system that

changes monthly.” The GUSA internships are varied in character.
“Standards of the students here are

usually very high,” said Smith. “If
they find they may frequent the office Xerox machine they don’t approve. We have found the problem
to be the student finding an accept-

Staff Writer

.

for

new system is more flexible and can
better respond to the needs of students.

do not receive credit for internships.
However, the Business School of-

The most'popular vacation spot for
this spring break, chosen by many

fers a course to grant credits to interns and the College has some pro-

grams through both the Government and English departments.
Some internships require that credit

upperclassmen, is Barbados. Nassau is
the choice of most participating underclassmen, while Cancun is also a popu-

Business at Corp
packages.

lar option. The number of students
desiring transportation to Florida, how-

a commission basis split with the downtown travel agency which does the tick-

is given

to union

ever, has been less than expected. For

contracts.
“Explore you work options, where

this reason, many low cost flights to

eting. This year Corp Travel is expecting a profit for the first time. This
profit, said Carlucci, is the result of
the success of the spring break tours
and “the excellent work done by agents
with increased efficiency.”
With the impending move to the new

to students

due

you want to be,” said Jones-Yeatman.

Miami are still available. In addition to
these packages, many have used the

able internship not the internship
accepting the student.”

“Today's job market demands that

services of Corp Travel to obtain trans-

you

There are both paid and unpaid
internship positions. Most students

help you learn what it is like to be a
working person.”

portation home.
Historically, the Corp travel agency
has lost money. The agency works on

have

experience.

Internships

Photo

Travel

has

student center, the travel agency

increased

due

to appeal

by. Sarah

to spring

Stdfford

break

expand in area enabling it to handle
larger volumes. According to Carlucci,
“the more students use us the better

services we can provide. The support
of the student body for spring break
trips especially, is greatly appreciated
by the Corp and helps us to continue
providing the conveniences to the students which are the ultimate goal of
the Corp.”

will
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CHANGING
THE MEANING
HE WORD.
1911

If you are searching for fulfillment,
we invite you to join us. We are the

Columban Fathers, Catholic missionary priests, serving the poor
and the little ones in twelve Third
World countries.
To learn more about the rewarding work we do, and your possible
role in it, please write to: Father
Michael
Harrison,
Columban
Fathers, Box 125, Edgemont,

PA 19028. Naturally, there's no
obligation.
Sr
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ine.no-va-tor (in'e-va'ter) n. 1. One who begins or
introduces something new; one who is Creative.
2. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES.

CITY

“STATE \

SCHOOL/COLLEGE

(

ZIP

AGE

)

PHONE

“Brilliant Performances By The Stars
Of Today And Tomorrow . . . ”
7

We will be on campus Thursday, February 19.

AND YOU CAN TOO.
Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels
it. Achievement realizes it.

Appearing this week

|

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

At The Travelers, we challenge your potential so you can strive for innovation.

So let your ideas help shape our future.
And yours.
Write to: Rubin Fisher, Assistant Director,

College and Professional Recruiting, Department 316, The Travelers Companies, One

Tower Square, Hartford, Ct 06183

v4
YI
| Tickets available Comedy Stop
and all Ticketron locations
For more info 202-342-7775

34th & M Streets, Georgetown
(Old Cellar Door)

TheTravelers)
The Travelers Companies
Hartford, Connecticut 06183

Restaurant
Cabaret

|
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'WGTB:

A Tale of Two Radio Stations

Continued from page 1

former megawatt FM broadcasting system. Today's carrier system, described
by Roy as the primary source of
WGTB?’s problems with its “limited and
bad reception,” actually is not meant
to broadcast in the traditional sense at
all.

In the WGTB carrier system, as explained by Business Manager Steven
Burrow (SFS '88), the WGTB signal
travels by telephone to the Georgetown dorms (except Village C and Loyola, yet unequipped to pick up WGTB)

where transmitters pass the signal onto
the electrical wiring of the buildings.
The WGTB signal does not travel
through the air, but through the electrical outlets in the dorms. Receivers
tune in not through their antennas but
through their power cords and wall
plugs. “That's why

records to be filed in the WGTB record liberary.”
Despite the controversy, WGTB continued to grow at an unprecedented
rate. In the fall of 1970 the station
purchased an enormous, 60 foot broadcasting antenna for the roof of Copley,
effectively increasing their broadcast
ing power from 800 watts to 15,000
watts— an almost twenty fold increase.
With the increased range came an
increased impact on the community.
On February 11 of that same year, the
Washington Post lauded WGTB's no-

department experiments are of more
importance than the station.” But

ble

broadcast for a year and a half because of the damage. While the university listed simply “the storm” as the
official reason for the silencing, then
WGTB engineer Art Dietz had a quite
different idea of what had really happened. In a Georgetown Magazine article published last winter, Dietz

efforts

during

a tragic

California earthquake

Chowka

WGTB's

new

Rock Music Ires Administration

What was if that happened in the

could not

format.

had

In 1973 the station went back on the
air, this time without its Copley roof
antenna, broadcasting from a different
location— preventing any possible in-

terference with Reiss experiments.
In 1974 a student poll reported that
40 percent of the student body listened
to WGTB on a regular, daily basis.

Enraged, Chowka threatened to seek

a court injunction to keep WGTB on
the air. In a Washington Post article
the next day Chowka expressed his disdain that, to the university, “defense

70's to throw such a huge shadow over
today's WGTB? The numerous stories
seem as strange and radical in this comparatively calm period in Georgetown’s

In

“proper

otaged” by irate students who had been
forced to leave the station by Chowka
when he started enforcing his all-rock

the Georgetown

created

a faculty-run WGTB "board of review”
to oversee the station, “with full au-

Today's WGTB disc jockeys are oplimistic about the station’ s ability to
recoup past glories.

this university.”

$750,000 budget surplus that year. The
the board of re-

university also mysteriously cancelled

view issued a “confidential” report to
president Henle projecting “the station
might have to be given up” ‘by 1978.

WGTB's spring fund raising marathon

Later that summer

The report, replete with latin phrases
like “sensu aiente” and “contemplate
aliis tradere,” criticized the station for
a lack of “philosophical depth” in following society's “passions of the mo-

ment.” It recommended
tion's

correct

purpose

that the stashould

be

to

further “contemplation... the medieval formula.”
The crux of

that year.
e According to the administration, no
faculty member was willing to assume
responsibility for WGTB. The “fact
sheet” refuted this charge, claiming that
the station had received “several ex“pressions of interest” from faculty
members.
¢ Both the student and faculty senates voted resolutions in support of

retaining WGTB—60
the

report

was

that

faculty,

according

percent of the

to a questionnaire

WGTB should be more “Catholic,” an

distributed by the president of the facand

the

had

countable directly to the president.

in Washington as listeners before they

to have final say about what is broadcast.”

grown 500 percent from 1977-78.
Despite such protests, Healy decided
to sell the station in 1978. What had

..

In terms of specific programming at
WGTB, the highly influential report
recommended that, “the programming
should draw on (instead of just rock
and roll music). . . hygiene and nutrition, family life, American studies...”

And

that it should

be “a forum

for’

acquainting the public with the plight
of those
disenfranchised
by our
society.”

file photo

WGTB.

media board, devoted solely to camrus media organizations, will be able

to funnel these much needed! funds
and raise WGTB's level of respect to
that of larger campus student organizations.
But at this time, said SAC Assistant
Director Martha Swanson, WGTB
hasn’t come forth and asked for the
additional funding. According to Swanson, SAC hasn’t denied WGTB the necessary funds to move

to FM,

the sta-

tion hasn’t formulated a proposition
and a plan for the SAC to vote on yet.
But all is not grim for the new
WGTB. The $65,000 loan received in

Burrow

for the station to apply for a new type

ally the SAC just delegates funding.

of FM license, one that would allow
broadcasting at 100 watts. Currently,
this new category of license is not yet
approved by Congress, but the FCC is
lobbying for it. With a 100 watt license,
WGTB could broadcast in a radius
about equal to the distance from Copley to Wisconsin Avenue. Not much,

Today's WGTB: “Vicious Circle”

growing potential. And from there, said

In describing the current status of

Roy, WGTB could “slowly increase”
larger and larger.
But, explained Roy, without any help

e No

HOYA

of student pressure, the university
agreed to allow a limited carrier current station, WROX, 690 AM, which
in 1984 changed its hame back to

(SAC).

the station to start up again.

to end the controversy

once

member

of the Georgetown

community —the students, faculty or
alumni— were consulted in the decision.

far South as Richmond.

For four years the “voice of George-

town” was silent, until in 1982, because

Commission

said that this loan has an “exorbitant

rationale behind Healy’s decision. The
“fact sheet” brought up four points:

Songs played on WGTB once reached as far north as New Jersey and as

almost

Activities

One of the station’s main hopes is that
starting this summer the SAC’s new"

$65,000 loan the administration gave

sheet” roundly criticizing the apparent

sufficient cause,” and wrote a letter of

for

dent

mature to merit FM airing.”

District of Columbia.
In protest, WGTB circulated a “fact

Heyden later charged that he had
been kicked off the station; “without

FM

To expand, WGTB would have to
get additional funding from the Stu-

1982 “should be paid off this year or
the next year,” said Business Manager
Barrow. That accomplished, Roy looks

and for all. On that date, Fr. Healy
applied to the FCC for permission to
transfer WGTB's license away from
Georgetown to the University of the

sonable control over its programming.”

90.1

twenty years suddenly became WDCU,
90.1 FM —all for the price of one dollar.

advertisers or. make money.

effect of a carrier current system, the

decided

was leading the sta-

WGTB,

of WGTB

turn, prevents the station from gener-ating money to expand the broadcast
of its product. Without expanding,
WGTB will never be able to attract

switching back to AM carrier current
because WGTB was “not sufficiently

On May 31, 1978 Fr. Healy finally

tion, Heyden resigned in a furor, charging that "WGTB failed to exercise rea-

been

support

also discourages advertisers, which, in

Besides struggling with the crippling

Station Sold to UDC

had over-

student

“few disc jockeys” can be aitranted
and “little creativity” can be generated. The lack of creativity, in turn,
discourages listeners, and. the circle spirals continually downward.
The carrier current’s bad reception

As a final note, the report advised

Ac-

complaint to the FCC criticizing the
station for altering the station’s original format and “permitting indecent . . .

Photo by. Mike Meyer

thority to monitor its programming and
its personnel,” and to bring WGTB
back within the “religious mission of

ticipate or contribute to WGTB,

seen the station since its inception.
Frustrated at the unexpected direction
in which Chowka

Henle

1975

More specifically, that it should be “ac-

For the first time. considerable friction arose between a student manager,
who

president

this

30,

the station’s widespread popularity,
writing: “WGTB had all the ‘yuppies’

disc jockeys that refused to play exclusively rock were kicked off the station.

Heyden,

Georgetown

re-establish

on June

ulty senate, expressed a desire to par-

cording to some accounts, any student

and

to

versity qua university, qua Catholic.”

ing” radio station gradually grew and,
in 1959, went FM.
In 1971 Peter Chowka (CAS '71) was
elected new student manager of WGTB
and immediately angered the administration by announcing a new, exclu-

Chowka.

effort

control,”

“instrument to serve Georgetown Uni-

town Broadcasting System. Over the
years, the small, primarily “easy listen-

format.

an

Georgetown Magazine commented on

history as the more general frenzy of
student activism and rebellion on campus during that Vietnam-era, Watergate-era time of protest.
The story of WGTB begins in 1938,
the year Fr. Edmund Walsh started a
small radio club, "GBS" for George-

programming

“Qua University Qua Catholic”

bly came crashing to the ground in the

claimed that the tower had been “sab-

disrupted Department of Defense laser beam experiments being conducted
by Georgetown’s Dr. William Thaler.
Because the weapons research experimentation was rendered “virtually impossible,” according to Thaler, the university ordered WGTB to shut down.

the 70's.

on

dead of night during 4 storm. Any ideological reasons aside, WGTB

Southern

antenna

All debate on the subject came to a

bordering

sudden halt a few weeks later when
the brand new Copley tower inexplica-

to ‘help Wash-

megawatt

cast license that year, citing a lack of

“proper control” over the station for
the licensing delay.

liberal ...or

radical.”

University student-run radio station has

Reflecting on the crippling effect of
the administration's move to this system, Roy said, “The administration
wouldn't let us broadcast outside of
these walls for another ten to fifteen
years” because of what happened in

that the

were known as ‘yuppies.
In 1975 the FCC received complaints
from the Georgetown community for
various programming “excesses” and
violations. Probably for this reason, the
FCC delayed renewing WGTB's broad-

the

to be

evidently been zapped by a laser.” The
article went on to describe how

wire.”

to explain

tive” and the station's announcers “tend

Three days later WGTB made news
again when the now-defunct Washington Star ran a bizzarre and misleading

story, “WGTB-FM,

on

that the administration was “‘conserva-

off from all other forms of communication in the distant disaster zone.

you get the pecu-

went

real reason for the station’s closing was

ington area residents communicate via
Ham radio with family members cut

liar phenomenon,” said Burrow, “that
you can pick up WGTB better on a
clock radio. ..it's antenna is in its

sively rock

The HOYA, Page 5

e While the “official reason” given
to the FCC for the transfer was “financial hardship,” the campus reported a

new WGTB

had to fight to pay back a

interest rate” of 15 percent, and that
the 1982 WGTB could have gotten a
much lower rate from any independent bank in the area. He also pointed

out that no other campus club has to
get “loans”

from

the

university;

usu-

WGTB, General Manager Roy explained that the station is stuck in a
vicious circle. Because the carrier cur-

rent has limited and bad

reception,

WGTB has “few listeners.” And because the station has few listeners, the
campus is “apathetic;” accordingly,

but enough for the station to have some

from the:administration. this could take
very long time” Barrow pointed out

| that it took: the first WGTB almost 25
years to expand from carrier current
to its peak size in 1970.
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The

Road to Nowhere

We are in the vortex of a storm of growth

gone awry. Whilefrom where we stand now
all seems calm, around us whirl projects like
the Leavey Center, which at any moment
could sweep the university away laying what
may have been well-intentioned plans to
waste. Father Healy, we do not think we're in
oy

Wiev He Says. .
Cour, I 7osr wit tw 0 fELPAE

Kansas anymore.
This week’s report that Leavey Center construction has already risen dramatically over

leaks

in

the

foundation,

at best,

Im

ute to an improved educational environment,
the university seems intent on improving from

For ME

faculty

its shining reputation

gleaming

facilities,

dismiss Georgetown because of financial considerations, improving on what the university already has.
Georgetown needs a student center, it needs

with

administration

runs the risk of moving too far, too fast. Leavey
Center construction, so soon over budget and
so far from completion, now has a momentum all its own; the question becomes: What

will'that momentum carry with it?
In the last five years, the pace of building
and renovationon campus has been furious.
Now, as the university approaches its bicen-

tennial, the Leavey Center is to be the jewel
in Georgetown’s effort to match its first-rate

reputation with equally impressive facilities.
This week's report, héwever, raises the pos-

sibility that the university

may

be left all

dressed up with no place to go. As the con-

struction budget
and deleterious
facilities such as
an even greater
ready

faculty

thirsty

and

proceeds on its intractable
way and as plans for more
a new science library call for
drain on the university's al-

financial

students

well,

should

administrators,

together

ask

whether rampant expansion is truly in the
university's best interests.
The danger is that in adding sheen to the
image of the university, new facilities may
distract the university from addressing significant infrastructural problems which re-

a better library,

a new

classroom

a

science library. But a harsh lesson of childhood is that a wish without money most often
remains just a wish. That lesson has apparently been lost on the university, for the toys
continue to roll in while serious financial ques-

tions remain. The planned-for theater complex in the Leavey Center most likely will be

scrapped and with it the plans to improve
Georgetown’s proud but stifled theater program. If those plans have already fallen, how
many more casualties might we expect?
The administration has painted itself into a
corner by scheduling a number of bicentennial events in the Leavey Center, which is
due to be completed by fall, 1988. It cannot be
stopped. But the onus should now fall on the
university, community to coordinate priorities in a coherent manner, with greater focus
than the broad five-year plans. GUSA, the
faculty senate, the Provost's office all should

work together to match hopes with reality, to
mesh facilities, philosophy and finances. Before we all get carried away.

Back to the Future
+ Tomorrow's basketball game against Bowie
St. in McDonough Gym will mark the first
time in four years that an official NCAA game
has been played on campus. Not since March
of 1983, when a snow storm forced the Georgetown-Providence bout to be moved from the
Capital Centre to McDonough, have the Hoyas
displayed their talents on the Hilltop in a
game that counts.
This is unfortunate. McDonough, which
seated 4400 when the Hoyas played there but
now holds 2950, is a perfect site for the Hoyas

to play one or two out of conference games

against weak opponents during the season.
These games could be removed from the sea-

son ticket package, thus giving all those who
would want to see the game a chance to purchase a ticket.
‘McDonough is more accessible to students
than is the Capital Centre, a 45 minute bus
ride to Landover

where

the basketball

team

has played all of its home games since the
1982-83 season. Games in McDonough would

bring spirit to the Hilltop and extend Hoya
pride to those who might not regularly attend games.
Even the games themselves would be a

room for close to 4000 enthusiastic fans. Confined to the close quarters of McDonough,
these fans would bring back the "pit-like” atmosphere which characterizes true college basketball game and terrorized opposing teams
back in the heyday of McDonough.

Yet, McDonough’s major drawback is that
it cannot accomodate all those who wish to
see the Hoyas in person. The season ticket

base for this year is 4200 and last year an
average of 10,880 showed up at the Capitol
Centre to watch Big East games. The move to
the Capitol Centre thus was essential to satisfy an interest in a new conference and a vastly
improved team which suddenly found itself
playing “big games.’
Last year the average attendence for games
New

Mexico,

AE

So VOTE

Florida

A&M,

Ameri-

can and Seattle was 5287. Crowds like these
are within the range that McDonough can
accomodate. To turn away some fans may be
necessary to bring the unique experience of
an NCAA college basketball game back to the
Hilltop, even if it is only once or twice a year.
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Setting the Record Straight
To the Editor:

The

article

on

Intra-University

have only 2 courses per semester which
are different, one in their major lan-

Transfers by Thomas Jones and Jim
Wehner, published in The HOYA on
February 6, 1987, does great disservice
to the SLL and to the university community as a whole. Therefore, while 1
do not wish to honor such irresponsible
“journalism” with recognition, I feel

guage, and Introduction to Language.
Learning the fundamentals of any new

compelled to set the record straight.

tion. Yet mastering these rudiments is
essential to further study and accomplishments.

The article (and your editorial) refer

to “poor quality” in the SLL and to
“frustrating experiences with the
French department.” The only support
for such a sweeping assertion is a quote
from one former French major, conve-

niently anonymous, who found our department

“generally

pretty

bad”

and

mentioned “so many kids who transfer
out of ling lang because they can’t deal
with the French professors.” Such a
blanket, unsubstantiated indictment of
a whole department is not only inaccurate, it is harmful and divisive.

Most students who change their major, or their school, do so after 2 or 3
semesters..How can “quality” be objectively judged by those whose experi+
ence has been limited to one or two
courses? First-year students in the SLL
take very much the same basic courses
as most other GU freshmen: English,
History, Philosophy, Theology, are
common to most schools. SLL freshmen

unique experience, for fans and players alike.
Additional seating could be provided to make

against
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ies here and abroad, helping them on
personal matters, writing numerous letters of reference or recommendation

science, or of a language, can appear
to some no more thrilling than studying elementary mathematics or the rudiments of violin playing. It can re-

quire endless practice and memoriza-

In order to reach this depth and

for them, and staying in touch with
them after they graduate, while teaching one of the heaviest loads in the
university.
In addition, as chairperson, I am
privileged to see the results of the Rank
and Tenure evaluation forms returned;
by students for all French faculty. I am
proud to say they are uniformly very

good.

breath of learning, the French department faculty are, on the whole, quite
demanding. Our faculty members are
very well trained, and most of us have
many years of experience behind us.

We demand hard work and quality performance form our students; this is,

In spite of a few unhappy

those of faculty in other departments
(as published in the Student Course
Critique.) The French department fac-

ulty is, according

to these measure-

ments well-appreciated by the students,

after all, a highly selective school, and

If someone

we expect our students to respond.
Most of them reach a superb degree of

her come forth
plaint: it shall be
In conclusion,
dents are merely
not perfect. But

proficiency, at which outside professors marvel enviously (this year, professors from Michigan State, University of Illinois and Northwestern made

re-

spondents, who bring down averages,
the ratings compare very favorably with

is dissatisfied, let him or
with a specific cominvestigated speedily.
professors and stuhuman, consequently
together, we will con-

tinue to strive for, and demand, quality
instruction and performance. State-

these spontaneous comments about our

students.)
Most of the students enrolled in our
‘department seemingly “deal” quite well
with their professors, who spend countless hours with them, in and-out of the

‘ments such as you made in your article

classroom, advising them in their stud-

Michele R. Morris
Chairman, French Department

CIA and Georgetown:
No Laughing Matter

and editorial are gratuitous, demoralizing and needlessly divisive. They are
also discourteous and have no place at

a “quality” school like Georgetown.

Why Not Be

Constructive?

As a student at Georgetown University I am concerned with the trivialization, glorification, and light hearted
attitude with which the editors approached the issue of CIA recruitment
in “Spies Like Us”. To say that “GU
students ought not to consider the uni-versity’s relationship with the CIA as
much more than an interesting sidelight the kind of tidbit one drops with
aplomb at a cocktail party,” shows the
editors’ obvious ignorance about the
often brutal and illegal operations in
which the CIA has a history of engaging. After having read about the CIA
and having prominent ex-CIA agent
John Stockwell speak about the crimes
he himself participated in, it became
evident to me that the CIA has goals
and tactics contradicting, and damag-

“cal mind.
The Agency engages in drug trafficking, destabilizing of governments,
and the training of death squads from
El Salvador to Uganda. I would hope
that my fellow students, before so eagerly applying to the CIA in search of

Brown University on October 15, 1984:

pens to be the least specialized divi-

ing, to any institution that purports the

“Accountability has a built in conflict
with performance.”
Is this the kind of organization that
Georgetown, or any academic institution, would want its name associated

sion here.

perseverance of truth and the analyti-

“Tasteless...
and Racist”
To the Editor:

This letter is a criticism of the cartoon that appeared on the editorial

adventure, “public service”, and work

overseas, would research the Agency’s
activities and realize that any participation in such an organization implicates them in the above stated crimes.

The

Agency

conducts psychological

warfare, economic

sabotage, and

To the Editors:

It’s a shame that the HOYA has nothing better to do than publicly denounce
the various schools within Georgetown
University.
:
Last week’s attack on SLL was uncalled

for.

First

of all, anyone

who

enters a school of languages and linguistics, and then complains about linguistics courses only shows an overall
“poor quality” in his own decision mak-

the

ing, and not in the school. As for rigid-

torturing of civilian populations, and
as a responsible employee of an agency
each person must be held accountable
for such actions. On the contrary, for-

ity, the SLL program is one of the most
flexible offered at Georgetown. The
fact that the College is the desired destination for most of these students

mer CIA chief William Casey stated at

should not come as a surprise. It hap-

with? Much more than that, Eric Schle-

singer, Director of Career Planning and
Placement, feels that this hypocritical,
and above all, destructive relationship
is a “rather obvious fit.”
Marissa Moorman
CAS "90

These

polls don’t do anyone

any

} good. All they do is worsen the unity

among the student body, and that needs
all the help it can get. I think it’s due
time that Georgetown stop establishing elites within itself. The sooner we
realize that everyone here goes to the
same university, the better off we’ll all

be. The school’s oldest newspaper
should help this happen.
Licia Martinucci SLL ‘88

page Friday, February 6. I have often

The design and planning of a university
campus involve some important educational

decisions. A school’s landscape should reflect
faithfully the priorities and goals of the institution. It is important that Georgetown back
up its emphasis on intellectual contemplation

by encouraging students to study in quiet,
shaded spaces. GU’s plans to plant more trees
in the quad behind Healy and in red square
in front of ICC promise to enhance some of
these valuable spaces.
The tentative plan before the university’s

landscape and sculpture committee is to plant
trees along the west side of red square near
the top level of the amphitheatre. This should
cut down on the wind that whips across that
space enclose red square. Both of these effects
should make this largely neglected space
much more accommodating to relaxation and
reflection.

In the quad behind Healy building, the
unive; sity plans to replace the two fountains
with one larger one in the center and line the
perimeter

with

more

trees.

Hopefully

the

sound of falling water from the founatain will
drown out the planes that fly overhead. Here,
and in red square there will be many more
benches. Perhaps most importantly, the old
college well will be preserved in its present
location near Dahlgren Chapel and balanced
on the north side of the quad by another
monument or sculpture. Indeed, it is important when shaping a landscape to blend GU’s
past, its older complexion,

with the new.

By

saving the well the university will combine a
symbol of its long history with its plans for
the future.
All of these improvements should help
Georgetown to express more effectively its
educational goal of academic contemplation
cut off from the outside world. Of course the
opportunities to execute such a grand strategy on an urban campus are limited. This,
however,

makes

it all the

more

urgent

that

GU exploit every bit of space it has to create
liveable spaces that encourage students to stop
and think.

thought of writing to you about the

Board of Editors

callousness of some of your articles,
but Kelly's cartoon was beyond dis-

Dennis Roche, Editor-In-Chief

missal.

Tarek Khlat, Managing Editor

I found

it to be

tasteless,

uninforming, racist and above all pre-

sumptuous.

Does Kelly believe he is

being humorous or satirical?

What persuaded the “artist” to consider himself an accurate interpreter
of one of the world’s most politically
troubled regions? His cartoon seems
to infer that all that is wrong in South
Africa is that there are a bunch of
poor, ignorant black people trying to
kill each other. I'd like to know what

experiences

Kelly has had

Chris Donesa, News Editor

Timothy Hanlon,

Cary Brazeman, Features Editor

Stephanie Yuhl, Entertainment Editor

Philip Junker, Sports Editor

Pia Hoffman, Photo Editor

Danny Chiu, Business Manager

Kate Snyder, Advertising Manager
Eugenia Balsinde, Circulation

Jim Wehner,

Copy Editor

Assistant Editors
Liz Moyer, News
Jeff Renzulli, Viewpoint

Carla Stanziale, Entertainment

sions. Is he simply reiterating the assumptions of the supporters of the Pretoria regime? I learned about South
Africa from close family friends who
fled the country to pursue a life in
freedom. These friends told me that
the biggest problem in South Africa is
ignorance, on both ends of the race

spectrum. The kind of ignorance displayed by Kelly's thoughtless cartoon.

And contrary to what some people
might assume, my friends are not militant ANC members. They are an
Afrikaaner dental student, his wife and

4 year old child.
Rachel Lerman
SES ’89

Chris Reid, News

Liz Totaro, Features
Margaret

Morgan,

cat

Sports

the

Contributing Editors

in South

Africa which led him to these conclu-

Viewpoint Editor

.

Thomas

Jones

Mary

William Mills
Kevin Ciotta

Carroll Johansen

Mark Landler
Todd Barrett
Christin Driscoll
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Steve Jak ‘

2 VALENTINE SD

The Cp, llegiate Challenge:
Learnjing to Learn
Occasionally, w hen I get into one of
my zany philosoph ical moods, I find it
interesting to refl fect on the decisions
that got me to t is particular point in
my life. Why, for example, am I here at

Georgetown, @ dying, among other
things, the Enfo ish Janguage and literature, and Wikio toward a Bachelor

of Arts degres 1 could still be at home,

driving my 5, rents crazy while bagging
grOCETICS ft Stop n’ Shop or flipping
burgers afi Wendy's. It’s also imagin-

means

to an end, insofar as a college

town)

Valentine’s Day is not a high profile

will, in most cases, enable one

.

happened

to the unqualified value of

an education? It seems that my chosen

ness world, scientific knowledge, artistic knowledge, linguistic knowledge,
and so on. It just so happens that
Georgetown, like other reputable colleges, has different schools that specialize in these particular fields of

knowledge. How nice for me. I get to
choose the field I like best, the one
that will interest me most and inspire
me to work productively.
It seems important to ask, “Why do
1 want to learn business, science, art,
government, Spanish, etc.? What will I

do with this knowledge?” If these don’t
appear to be significant questions, ask
Mom and Dad what they think about
them. They'll probably attach to them

a significance of about $60,000, better
translated into $15,000 per year plus
books and other expenses. Are we
learning for learning’s sake, because
we like the thought of it and enjoy at
least most of the work that goes into
the process? Or is learning simply a

the occasion is uniquely individual, our
friends on Madison Avenue insist on
turning it into a needless public celebration and focus for merchandising.
In fact, the sad truth is that some people have been deceived into taking
their personal affairs and reducing
them to cheap commercialization and
mere gossip.

My admiration for Plato and his dis-

scale, four years of “the college expe-

I have no business passing “go” and
$200 is completely out of the question.
Okay, so I'm here because I possess a
burning desire for knowledge. What
kind of knowledge? There are many
different kinds— knowledge of the busi-

less. Even though the real meaning of

sophical terms, we're dealing with
learning as a matter of the soul on the
one hand and learning as our ticket to
the material world on the other. Into
which camp do we fall?

reasons for my being here. What ever

tion, I guess, and if I don’t respond,
“I'm at college because I want to
learn,” or at least something like that,

holiday, but it is a hyped one nonethe-

to get a well-paying job a few, short
months out of school? In more philo-

versity in particular and on a broader

Not an extraordinarily difficult ques-

The Hearts and Hype
Of St. Valentine’s Day

degree (especially one from George-

t no— I've chosen Georgetown Uni' rience.” Why?

Chris Donesa

TE

ciples aside, it disturbs me that material concerns seem to be consuming
the college student of 1987. Sure, I
want a job when I leave Georgetown,
but I'd like to think there are other

t I could be holding a real job
point, one in which I contribute

AYMASSACRE

occupation will be the final judge of
my college experience.

If I end up as the CEO of a major
international corporation, of course my
degree from Georgetown will have
been my first and most important step.
But what if I opt for freelance writing,

DD

That's great. I'm supposed to admire
these people who have the next 10
years of their lives set in stone? And
I'm supposed to be intimidated by the
challenge, “What are you going to do
with that? Sorry, but I've got too much
Shakespeare to read to spend time
playing “Can you top this?” with people who carry back issues of the Wall
Street Journal around Healy Basement
with them.
And it must be fun to be a senior in
college. Life as you know it ends; tran-

or decide to pursue a musical career?
Chancesare I won't “make it big” then—
what does that say about my college
diploma? Does an unspectacular choice

dental

of careers necessarily mean

that I or

days become even longer as they re-

Georgetown messed up somewhere
along the line? Does my education consequently become worthless?

volve around interviews, return phone
calls, and the afternoon mail. At least
there’s no outside pressure, though.
Except that friends and roommates

Certainly our own institution is
unique in its promotion, conscious
unconscious, of the “materialist
proach” to learning. But ours is

not
or
apthe

scripts and resumes take on transcensignificance

and

long

winter

one I'm closest to, so I'll keep using

become cutthroat competitors and
phone calls from home commence
with, “Well . . . ” or “Did you hear yet?”
How many good nights’ sleep does one

familiar examples. When I meet some-

get as a second

one new at Georgetown, the amenities
almost always lead to “what’s your major?” When I tell them English, they of-

way? Do I need more than one hand to
count them on?

ten respond. “What are you going to
do with that, ...law school, right?”
Well, maybe, but first I'd like to take a
year off and then who knows . . . “Well,

talking about. We all need to be practi-

my

major

going

is such-and-such

to get

these

and

graduate

and. have this many letters
name and these are the firms
to interview with and I want
these cities but definitely not

I'm

degrees

after my
I'm going
to work in
these . . .”

semester senior, any-

I know, this is the real world we're
cal about these things, and after all,
this is the way the system works. My
aim is not to demonstrate my igno-

rance or disdain for responsibility. It’s
just that most college students seem
entrenched in the pre-professional
mindset. And a serious mindset it is. It
seems exceedingly difficult to have fun
in the classroom and to enjoy learning

if the

only

reason

Popular perception speaks volumes

HESSIER. 2/87
we

take

courses,

for the

real nature

Where's

the Perry

of the holiday.
Como

Valentine's

come

they don’t

pass tests, and pay 15,000 tuition dol-

Day

lars per year is to impress Merrill Lynch
one January day during senior year.
I dare say that college, and especially a liberal arts education, should

show us what Santa and Mrs. Claus do
to warm up at the North Pole during

offer an alternative, one in which spontaneity, the freedom to try different
things, and the opportunity to fail as
well as succeed are just as important
as carefully planned, rigidly determined, and professionally-oriented futures. One in which the experience of

four years at Georgetown (or wherever) is not packed neatly into a resume and forgotten, but continues to
influence they way we see ourselves
and the world we live in. One in which
learning is always valuable primarily
for its own sake, not because we expect material returns from it down the
road.
I've chosen four years at Georgetown, and because I'm here I've got to
believe that my education, along with
some smart decisions down the road,
will somehow secure my future. At
these prices, I want to have my cake
and

eat it, too.

I long for the day when

I meet a

Georgetown student (or any college"
student, for that matter), who tells me,
“Yeah, I'm not sure what I want to do
with my degree yet, either... but isn’t

that the best part about it?”

Special?

How

the 364 days a year he doesn’t work?
Why aren’t charities taking up collections for the disadvantaged lovelorn
“who won’t be able to enjoy the holiday like you and 1?”

and several establishments took space
in last week’s HOYA for advertising

their valentine specials. One only wonders what the Pleasure Chest has on
tap for the holiday.
Why, one might ask, would an otherwise perfectly reasonable fellow want
to proclaim his love for a girl right

next to the help wanted ads? Honestly,
no one is going to read them, except
perhaps those looking for the risque
“Jacques declares his continuing companionship with Maurice” announcements that sometimes inexplicably
creep in.
Again, the answer is simple. People

feel that their romances are so special
and unique that they want to tell the
world about it. They want to move
from the everyday to the big-time,

blockbuster, Dynastyesque love affair.

The answer is simple. Crass specta-

A warning to these folks, however: Be
careful, you may get what you wish
for.

cles are clearly inconsistent with romance. One does not (unless somehow
depraved) snuggle with a store-bought

to take out an ad announcing that
Madonna is his entire life? Do you

lover, but rather with a living, breathing, one-of-a-kind sweetheart. Valentines are special and unique, not mass
‘produced.

The

holiday

cries

out

for

personal observation with that special
someone.
As usual, however, reality works differently. This week in USA Today, for
example, you can buy a national ad
proclaiming your love for a few dol-

Does Sean Penn look like he wants
think Christie Brinkley and Billy Joel
like having all those photographers
around? Did Maria Shriver limit the

guest list for her wedding to Arnold
Schwarzenegger because she didn’t
have enough china?

The truth is that romance and pub-

lars. (Undoubtedly, yours will be placed

licity are natural enemies to each other,
especially at Georgetown, whose semirestrictive dating scene gives rise to a
gossip circuit that truly belongs in a

under Elmer’s message for Bertha in
Butte, Montana, and right across from

high school. More publicity is the last
thing anyone needs. Love isn’t worth

a headline

its salt if it has to be advertised.

that reads “We

Eat Less

After National Disasters”).

Jim Vance of Channel 4 has taken
the whole week to give us his views on
romance. The Washington Post Magazine treated us to an entire special issue on love, complete with stories of
blind date disasters that looked like

Consider this, then, a plea for a return to Valentine's Day the way it
should be: a celebration of true romance. Instead of cheap commercialism, let’s have something a little more
meaningful. What, after all, is wrong

with champagne and a dozen red roses?

they had been pirated from Seventeen.
Its parent newspaper has been chock

Steve Jakab is a junior English major
in the College of Arts and Sciences.

« full of display advertising hawking sultry lingerie “for that special someone”,

Chris Donesa is a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences and is
News Editor for the HOYA.

God Bless ABC's “Amerika”

Joe Bianco

Beginning this Sunday, the nightmare of communism
will be brought to the television screens of millions of
Americans. “Amerika” is the latest installment in the miniseries merry-go- round that has been initiated on network
television. The scenario of the miniseries involves the U.S.
being dominated by the Soviet Union by means of an electromagnetic pulse weapon. Many T.V. critics have warned
that the miniseries is very poorly done. However, regardless of its entertainment value, “Amerika” will provide
,us with a message of freedom that should be noticed and

commended.

]

“Amerika” will try to give viewers a small taste of the
vast differences between the Communist system and our
own. Our society is filled with an incredible number liberties that Americans ignore, neglect, and assume to exist
everywhere around the world. What would happen if the
communist scenario were applied to Georgetown? Assuming, first, the government granted you the rare “privilege”
of attending college, if you or your Soviet Georgetown pro-

fessors criticized the communist system, your futures would
be placed in jeopardy. Second, if you were accused of a
crime, you would have no legal rights, and juries simply
would not exist. Third, Soviet Georgetown students would
ifind it difficult to travel (for Christmas, Spring Break, etc.)
home or anywhere within the U.S. Furthermore, it would be
virtually impossible to leave the country under any condition. Finally, there would be no Dahlgren Chapel, no Jesuits,
and no toleration for Georgetown’s Catholic tradition.
It is difficult to imagine such freedoms being taken
away because they encompass liberties that we unconsciously exercise everyday. For example, Americans take
voting for granted to such an extent that many do not.even
bother to exercise this liberty any more. While viewing the

Critics of the miniseries complain that “Amerika” presents an unrealistic scenario and an inaccurate view of the

Soviet Union by portraying it as barbaric and unfair. If
these critics do not believe that the Soviet Union, with its

threatening Communist framework, is oppressive and cruel,
it is time that they awaken from their dreamworld.
The Soviet Union is a military state that can only survive
by repressing

its own

people,

as well

as the citizens of

other nations held captive in the Eastern bloc. Their system
has stripped the Soviet people of almost all fundamental
liberties, while imprisoning or eliminating those who dare
to question the mighty regime. Oppression is the essential
ingredient for the Soviet regime to remain in place.
miniseries accurately portrays the Soviet government
regime that has no commitment to freedom and, thus
enslaved its own people as part of a failed attempt

The
as a
has
at a

political system.
Some complain that it is unfair for the miniseries to
isolate the Soviet Union as the enemy of freedom when
there are numerous regimes, many of them authoritarian,
which also violate basic rights. The miniseries, by concen-

trating on communism, is not trying to pardon all other
offenders

of human

rights. There

is an obvious

28

reason,

putting aside commercial value, why the Soviet Union is a
good choice as the focus of a miniseries. It is a fact that
35% of the world’s population currently lives under inherently oppressive communist regimes.
Furthermore, it is clear that communism, with the Soviet

advocate violence between the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
On the contrary, this powerful miniseries will hopefully
prevent unnecessary conflicts through knowledge and education. Ignorance and apathy are the major threats to free

stan. Along with being a member of a free society, must be
a commitment to freedom that urges us to make reasonable sacrifices to help others obtain basic liberties.

The final thought that this miniseries should instill is the

societies today. Our free society needs to recognize, reinforce and defend the principles of freedom or they will

recognition that, despite the many faults and problems in
the U.S., our system is a shining example of a successful

society. American television is saturated with programs
that criticize and degrade the American system. Once in a

nations like Cuba, North Korea, Angola, Vietnam, Nicaragua, China, and nations of the Eastern bloc. The failures

erode. Commitment to freedom is the crucial element to a
desirable society, yet once lost, it is difficult, if not impossible, to regain without great death and destruction.
After the miniseries, if you emerge with an appreciation

miniseries, keep in mind that millions of people around the

of communism have brought violence and death to millions

and understanding of liberty, certain conclusions should

world are prisoners of political systems that reject these
basic freedoms. One can look at the conviction and deter-

of those who challenge it, especially in the Soviet Union,
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and most recently in
Afghanistan, Angola, Nicaragua, and Ethiopia. To some
extent, the miniseries conveys the violent and oppressive

follow. First, appreciation of liberty leads to support for a
strong national defense, for our nation has something very
valuable, freedom, which must be cherished and protected
from its many adversaries in the world today. Second, as
the symbol and bastion of freedom, the U.S. must counterintervene around the world, in a reasonable way, to restore
the sovereignty of those nations who are denied the right
to exercise the basic liberties. Hopefully, through the miniseries, people will understand the critical battles for freedom that are occurring in “remote” places such Afghani-

mination of people like Lech Walesa, Jonas Savimbi, as
well as groups such as Solidarity, the Afghan rebels, and
the black South Africans and begin to appreciate the value

of a free society that respects basic liberties. The miniseries, by taking our familiar surroundings and situations,
and subjecting them to the realities of communism, allows

us to understand the desires and frustration of those who
live in the absence of freedom.

Campus

Union as its aggressive advocate, is the biggest threat to
freedom loving people around the world. Communism, in
varying degrees, has created a prison type atmosphere in

nature of communism and dispels widespread propaganda
that attempts to conceal and glorify the Communist system.
Many

complain

that miniseries such as “Amerika”

stir

up hostilities and try to promote a glorious view of war that
encourages violence against the Soviet Union. “Amerika”
in no way attempts to deceive the viewer nor does it try to

Opinion/ Q oe Is St. Valentines Day important to you

Yes, it's important to me because you get the chance to share

Yes. If there’s someone
interested in but you're too
ask them out, it gives you
cuse to take them out. If

the day with the ones you love.
Monica Taylor
CAS 89

while, we get a miniseries such as “Amerika,” which provides us with a positive emphasis on the merits of the
American system. Fourteen and one-half hours under communism is enough to strengthen anyone’s appreciation for

the unique component of American society—our dedication to freedom. Even if the miniseries turns out to be
boring, the attempt to bring the spirit of American freedom
to television is something that should be recommended.

Not surprisingly, the U.N. and the Soviet Union have
pushed for changing or eliminating “Amerika.” They had

no luck—ABC is protected by constitutional freedoms.
That's America and we love it that way.
Joe Bianco is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences.
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Compiled by Jeff Renzulli and Kim

Yahr
It’s important to me because it’s

No, not really. It is just another

you're
shy to
an exyou're

day and, unlike most holidays, you

important

usually still have to go to school.

he’s the King.

Kristen Boldon
SBA "90

going out with someone, it gives
you a chance to take them out and
express how you feel. Either way,
it’s important.

Yes, it is very important to me.
If I don’t get a Valentine's Day

card, I will probably kill myself.
Christina Ansello
NUR 90

LaPlante,

Yes, it is important. It's the 60th

anniversary of Al Capone's St. Valentine’s Day massacre.

Joe LaPlante
CAS 87

and

Moran

SBA

CAS 89

idea because it makes everyone a
little happier.
Vikie Lopatkiewicz
SFS 87

Joe

Tom

Peter Toal

Yes, I think it's a really nice
concept. Whether you actually celebrate it or not, I think it’s a good

to

‘87
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Features
NY Times Journalist
Fills Literary Gap
Arab/Jew Stereotypes Discussed in
Book by Jerusalem Correspondent
breaking news was concerned.

David K. Shipler is neither an Arab
But as a human

being he

can't help but care about the situation
in the Israel and the West Bank, which
he covered as the New York Times bu-

reau chief in Jerusalem between 1979
The

literary manifestation

Arab

and Jew: Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land (Times Books, 1986), which
focuses on the stereotypical images that

Jews and Arabs have of one another
on the human level.
Shipler discussed his book last Thursday in an ICC speech sponsored by the
GU Jewish Student Association.
The idea for the book crystallized in
Shipler’s mind only about a year before he left Israel. “The major themes,
is images

were
kept
with
it,”

other,

were

interesting to me all
files on them, but not
the idea of writing a
the author explains.

them,”

says Shipler. This

made it both exhilarating and frustrating because I like to sit and reflect and
write deeper pieces when I can, not
simply flit along the surface of events,”
says the author.
It was the writing of Arab and Jew
which gave Shipler the opportunity to
dig beneath the surface of events, to
reflect on what he had seen, reported,
felt and lived. In an attempt to come
to terms with and understand this for-

Dance.

12. There are not enough Tom Cruises
to go around.

He did, however, write a series for the

eign culture, he wrote the book for no

New

December, 1983.
With the notion of a book in mind,

one but himself. “I wrote the book
because these issues gripped me in a
way that no other questions I dealt

Author David K. Shipler, who recently spoke at GU, was chief of the New
York Times Jerusalem bureau from 1979 to 1984.

Shipler spent the last year of his Jeru-

with did,” he says.

Shipler also believes that there is a
growing appreciation of the fact that
Israel is a normal country with normal
people and normal problems.

Times

on this subject in

sively on the subject of stereotyping. It

was necessary for him to fill gaps in his
research, especially on stereotypical
images used in school textbooks on
both sides, and on Israeli Arabs’ per-

That Arab and Jew fills a gap in the
literature on the Palestinian-Israeli conflict is a coincidence. A limited number of studies have been done, but
until this book there was no published

work which dealt in a broader sense

ceptions of Jews. Prior to this he had
interviewed Israeli Arabs only on polit-

with “the images, stereotypes and interaction that create this psychologi-

ical and economic matters. His notes
and taped interviews were so abundant that it took Shipler two months to
transcribe the tapes and an additional
month to organize his files and build
an outline before actually writing Arab

cal landscape between the two peoples,” according to' Shipler.
For a book which was written to

and Jew upon his return to the United
States.

Shipler’s last year in Israel, which he

rattle the partisan, to make

him step

back and take a more objective view
of the situation, Arab and Jew has
received more positive reaction than
expected by the author. Though the 60
to 70 reviews published to date con-

spent collecting material for the book

tain criticism, on balance

in addition to covering breaking news
for the paper, was excessively hectic.
But it did not differ entirely from his
other four years in Jerusalem in that
his schedule was as tight as ever. Each
of the journalist's assignments for the
Times (Saigon, Moscow, Washington)
were unique; however, his position as
Jerusalem bureau chief can best be
described as “tiring.” The job was very
demanding as far as ‘keeping up with

the book. Jewish publications and Jewish reviewers in the mainstream press
have been rather admiring, indicating
what the author Shipler believes is “a
great deal of soul-searching going on

they praise

among a lot of supporters of Israel
about the nature of that society, about

the relationships between

Arabs and

Jews there, and the difficulties that Is: -

rael faces in holding on to some of its
humane and democratic principles.”

13. Electric blankets are just as warm.
14. Alcohol is always on time.
15. A buzz lasts longer than a climax.
16. Pub pickups don’t lead to marriage.
17. “Commitment” isn’t in the male
vocabulary.
_ 18. Frank and Ed are too old.
19. We're every guy’s “Best Friend.”
20. The boy next door is gay.
21. Cucumbers don't talk back.

hoto by Renée Ghert

Very little reaction to Arab and Jew
has emerged from Palestinian quarters,
though Palestinians whom
Shipler

knows personally and who have read
the book have shown respect for it.
The author has received a couple of
letters from Palestinians who have
taken issue with his version of history
(though he provides only a short-hand
sketch of pre-1948 Palestine, since history is not the focus of the book).

Often asked about his views on the
situation between Arabs and Jews in
Israel and its occupied territories,

Shipler is wary of being pinned to a
particular point on a spectrum between
optimism and pessimism. He explains

that he feels both hope and despair at
the same time. He is hopeful because
there

are good

people

on both

sides

who are humane and sensitive to each
other and to their own failings.

In his book, Shipler also recounts
the case of a Jewish doctor in Jerusalem who authorizes the expense of
$50,000 on a baby from Hebron, even

22. Sheep don't either.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

though there is a chance that in 20
years that particular baby could be the
person to plant a bomb that would kill
his grandson, because it is the right
thing to do.
“We do it because of what we are
and not because we think that by doing
it we are going to bring peace. There
is a tremendous gap culturally, emotionally and mentality. I don’t see how
this gap is going to be bridged in a hundred years,” says the doctor.
Reflecting on the book, it’s clear that

dialogue

workshop,

described

runs dry.

59. Nobody is ugly after 2 a.m.
60. If he does, he is a stud. If you do,
you're a slut.

61. “We're just friends” means get lost.
many

beers can you

name?

when the hooks were moved to the
front.
66. Christie Brinkley can still look good

after childbirth.
67. “Mount Mattress” is a short drive.
68. Guys are fun, but alcohol is more
consistent.
69. Enough said.
70. The only time the hanger is on the
door is when we're drying socks.
71. One on one refers to basketball,

38. Joan Collins looks beautiful at 55+.
39. The Yale Survey says we don’t stand
a chance anyway.
40. We can’t even trust the RAs.
41. The nice guys are taken or gay.
42. The last thing that bit my ear was a

74. Coming up with all these was TOO
DAMN EASY.
75. BECAUSE THIS IS GEORGETOWN!!!

bug.
43. Guys don’t know about Ma Bell.

tility and the forever looming pgljtical

58. A relationship lasts until the keg

72. You know you will be rated afterwards.
73. Because “That looks like him...
And that looks like him...Or may-

rings than we do.

author in the book's final chapter,
reach out to one another. But it is
one’s mind which perceives how small
these gestures become as they fade
into the background of communal hos--

he passes out.

show you his boyfriend.

31. Running burns up more calories.
32. We've heard all the lines.
33. We've seen the stars—and they
weren't real.
34. Guys lust Madonna.
35. The Double Standard still exists.
36. Looks and brains are a paradox in
men.
37. George Michael looks better in ear-

by the

57. “Commitment” is from 12 a.m. till

65. Guys’ only confusion in love was

suit issue?

and inevitably leaves the book with
mixed feelings. One’s heart cannot but
be touched by the way the Arab and
Jewish teenagers in the Neve Shalom

for speeding.

How many florists?
:
63. “Platonic”is an abused word.
64. Show me a sensitive man and I'll

30. How can we live up to the Swim-

is left to sort things out for himself,

54. Sundays are spent watching guys"
roll on top of each other.
55. We've been picked up more times
at Tracks than at the Pub.
56. The last time I was picked up was

62. How

Bruce Springsteen is married.
Rock Hudson had AIDS.
Joe.
:
Mike.
Dave.
Derrick.

29. The only time we've ever gotten
valentines was in the third grade.

Shipler describes, he does not judge;
he chooses to paint a picture rather
than to write a prescription. The reader

it’s a guy.

reality of the Palestinian-Israeli con-

44. A six pack is cheaper than sending
valentines.

flict.

45. If Sade is singing the blues then

be... him?!?”

Written and compiled by the Zoo Crew,
Inc. Sponsored by the Committee to
free the American
tine’s Day.

Public

of Valen:

Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of Diplomacy

The Honorable John Block
Former Secretary of Agriculture
(1981-1986)

The Honorable Jim Leach (R-lowa)
Dr. Vijay Vyas
Senior Advisor
Agricultural and Rural Development
The World Bank

Dr. Donald Duvik
Senior Vice President
Pioneer High-Bred

The Honorable Edmund S. Muskie
Former Secretary of State (1980-1984)

The Honorable Robert Thompson
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
for Economics

The conference will be held, beginning at 9:00 a.m. in the Intercultural Center Auditorium.

Cynthia McSwain. Ph.D.

Students are welcome.

“Breaking Up Is Hard To Do’ ’: Deregulation and
Its Impact on the Telecommunications Industry

Luncheon reservations ($20) are required.

For further information call 625-2772.

Jill Kasle, J.D.

Elaks

Career Opportunities in State and Local Governments
Charles W. Washington, Ph.D.
Changing Markets for Policy Analysts
Bayard L. Catron. Ph.D.. Kathryn E. Newcomer. Ph.D.

Dynamic Professions in Financial Decision Making

ANNOUNCES EXPANDED
METRO SERVICE

Pitsvada. Ph.D.

Future Prospects for Management in the Federal Establishment
Susan J. Tolchin, Ph.D.

ROSSLYN

Working in the World of Associations
Mark Keane, Distinguished Visiting Professor
For complete information. call:

(202)

994-6295
GW

I

U.S. Congress

Professor James Houck
University of Minnesota

Friday, February 27, 1987
12:30 pm-4:30 pm. Reception to follow

Jed Kee. J.D. . Bernard

~~

Speakers include:

All lectures presented by faculty of the Department of Public
Administration, George Washington University.

Public Management as a Vocation

+ mie

School of Foreign Service

:

A symposium exploring the rewarding
professional opportunities in the
public-private sector.

Tuesday, February 17, 1987

——r

Public Policy Careers:
Prospects For Service

Reservation deadline: Feb. 25.
is an equal opportunity institution.
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. salem assignment concentrating inten-

Lg

in between

51. “Don’t worry” means he
town the next day.
52. If the cotton mouth do
you, his looks will.
53. He's already seeing somebody

rr

- themes that
along. I had
necessarily
book about

of each

from one breaking story

to the next with very little time to think

lives—n%

a

that

was running

49. Mr.Amoeba
no direction.

—

1984.

46. Love is a trivial p

y

and

of this caring is Shipler’s book,

what the heck can wd

1. James Dean is dead.

2. The good guys die young —at birth.
3. Teddy bears never flirt with other
girls.
4. No one will live up to dear old Dad.
5. We're allergic to roses.
6. Beer goggles disappear in the
morning.
7. Guys disappear in the morning.
8. Inflatables don’t blow us off.
9. Cupid is a fag.
10. Rob Lowe is already engaged.
11. Because of the Valentine’s Day
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nor a Jew.

Shipler first arrived in Israel,

Begin and the conflicts in his government were the main subjects of his
attention. Then it was the tense situation on the West Bank as religious Jewish settlers moved in. Soon after came
the 1981 elections, the bombing of the
Iraqi nuclear reactor, the withdrawal
from the Sinai, the autonomy talks,
reciprocal visits between Sadat and Begin and the Lebanon War. “There was
just never any let up at all there, and I

R——— a
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by Renee Ghert

LEC

DAF

Shuttle.

Operates Monday thru Friday.
Ticket information available — call 625-3166.
Service begins Monday, February 9, 1987.
/
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Features
Off the Glass Goes to Press
Villanova Grads Launch Natl Magazine
HOYA

add

Contributing

Editor

At 2:00 last Sunday afternoon each of the major television networks carried a college basketball game. Indiana| {, Michigan was on CBS. ABC aired Notre Dame-Kansas.
«BC featured Virginia-North Carolina. And who knows
what was on ESPN. Now that is more coverage than even
the NFL enjoys at any one time and closely rivals a presi-

, dential address in terms of dominating the airwaves.’
. Obviously, big-time college basketball is experiencing
unprecedented media exposure. But while televised games
“abound and special college hoop sections appear in Sports

Illustrated and almost every newspaper, there has yet to be
a regular source of comprehensive college basketball information on the national level.
That was until last November, when 1986 Villanova
graduate Wayne Simone and some of his friends launched
Off the Glass:
Off the Glass is a national weekly magazine the quality

and appearance

of Sports Illustrated. The difference is

‘that Off the Glass is devoted entirely to college basketball.
It features comprehensive sections on every conference,
the women’s game, small college divisions and high school
recruiting, as well as a number of lively features and hard
hitting commentary by some of the nation’s top sports

writers.

:

“If you're really into college hoops, if you're a college

basketball

fanatic, you're gonna

love it,” says Michael

Wilbon, a Washington Post staff writer who covers the
Hoyas. “It’s definitely the best basketball weekly I've seen.”
“We thought there was a void out there,” says Simone,
the magazine's publisher. “No one really covered college
basketball as frequently or as well as it should be.”

Simone

and his colleagues first considered starting a

national magazine

last May, six months

before their first

” issue. Simone and executive editor Richard Smith, a 1986
Providence graduate, had just finished college and were
looking for a job which would be both financially and

| personally rewarding.
|

“I thought about going into the business world, but not
really seriously,” Simone says. “I wanted something where
1 was my own boss, where I could work with my friends

| and do something I like.”

Of course
cheap,
life as
Smith,
“family
vestors

starting a major

national publication

isn’t

especially if you've spent the last four years of your
a student paying $15,000 tuition bills. Simone and
however, were able to recruit what Smith calls
investors” to help support their effort. These inare essentially the parents of Simone and others

who work on the magazine, and they supplied the almost
$250.000 needed to fund the venture. So far, however, the
magazine has not turned a profit. Each issue costs roughly
$25,000 to produce, and ad revenue has only averaged

$10,000.
In addition to Simone and Smith, four friends of theirs

make up the founders of" Off the Glass, and all are under
22 years old. John McElwee, the advertising director, has

Educational Services
5010 Wisconson Ave. NW

Suite 408

Wash DC 20016

didn’t

know

anything

about

publishing,”

Simone

confesses. “There are mistakes I'm making all the time,
but I'm learning from them. I'm definitely not a good
publisher.”
5
To combat their inexperience, the group hired seasoned
magazine consultants. Carol Jefferis, for example, has

worked on a number of Philadelphia-area publications and
spent two months advising Joseph Lepore. Once she left,
Lepore became Off the Glass’s production manager.
Working on the magazine since its inception has been

Frank

Fitzpatrick.

A sports writer for the Philadelphia

Inquirer, Fitzpatrick edits all copy for Off the Glass and
composes headlines and photo captions.
’
Managing Editor Happy Fine is a veteran sports journal-

ist who has worked for numerous publications. His many
contacts in the college basketball world have been a major
asset, too, according to Simone.
But the strength of Off the Glass is clearly its writers. In
fact, searching for writers was the first thing Simone and

his friends did. Their efforts have paid off. All the features
and columns are well-written by professional free-lanc
reporters. Their staff numbers approximately 40 writers]
from accross the nation. Such big names as Mark Bradley§
(Atlanta Consitution), Chuck Newman (Philadelphia Inquirer), Scott Cooper (LA Times), Steve Turiemand (LA
Herald Examiner) and Donald Huff (Washington Post)

i

“When we first approached them (the writers) they were]

a little skeptical, “ Smith recalls. “They figured we were
just a couple of kids who didn’t know what we were doing.|

But when we told them about the magazine, most were}
interested.”
Simone adds, “We were looking for someone who would
cover a particular conference and know that conference gi

well.”
Thus far, Off the Glass’s major problem has been adve
tising, which,

for all fledgling

publications

is to be

ex-

pected. Advertisers are naturally reluctant to put money:
into an unestablished, low-circulation magazine, even if
does look good. Although he probably won't stick it out as:
long, Simone points out that it took Sports Illustrated 11

years before it had enough advertisers to make money.
“It’s been really, really tough,” ad director McElwee
says. “It’s kind of a vicious circle. Everyone loves the idea,

manager and Michael McNamara are all seniors at Villanova.
“We're not college basketball fanatics,” admits Simone.
“We are people with a challenge in front of us. Off the

Most of the subscribers are from the Indiana-KentuckyOhio region and the East Coast.

ies. 80 per cent of the circulation is through subscription.

Glass is more of a challenge than a chance to cover some-

“I'm a very positive person and was very enthused about

thing you love. But we're all interested in the game, which
k makes the challenge that much easier.”
£
McNamara says he is interested in basketball, but claims
7
working with his friends is what attracted him to the job.
“Having friends around helps when it gets frustrating,”
he says. “You always have someone you can joke around
with, someone who understands what's going on.”

this,” McNamara says of his job. “I thought it would be a

Interested in
Student Travel to
Florida, Jamaica,
Nassau, Bermuda or
Cancun?
CONTACT:
Ramona

“I

take a year off to help start the magazine. Gerard Lepore,
director of circulation, his twin brother Joseph, production

The staff works out of a rented two story house near
Villanova, in King of Prussia, PA. Excluding writers, about
15 people help produce the magazine, but Simone claims

LSAT o MCAT ¢ GRE
NTE « GMAT
REK-——1

economics.

but won't advertise until they see the product. Once they
see it they like it, but then they ask about the circulation
and say they're sorry, ‘maybe next year.”
Off the Glass’s circulation is presently 15,000, although
a distributor in New York recently requested 100,000 cop-

completed his first three years at Holy Cross, but chose to

Prep Courses

part-time employees are Villanova students.
Simone believes he has been lucky to have started the
magazine during the '86-'87 college season. Unlike past
years, this season there is not one dominant team in col-§
lege basketball. An unusually high number of schools ar
strong candidates for the NCAA tournament, which makes
the season that much more interesting and unpredictable
not to mention exciting to cover.
“Because so many teams are involved many fans ar
affected this year,” Simone claims. “Everyone feels thei
team has a chance, and this definitely is good for th
magazine.”
Not one of Off the Glass’s “core six" had any publication
experience before they formed the magazine. While in
college, they majored in such areas as English, finance an

contribute regularly to the magazine.

Smith's reasoning was similar.
It seemed interesting,” he says. “We were sports fans
and saw that there was this void out there. I thought it was
a good enough idea where we could make some money if
we persevered.”

or Terri at 944-1252

lot easier. Now, I'm learning that it isn’t easy at all. It’s a
tough business.”

If there is one thing all six agree on it is that producing
Off the Glass takes much

more work than they expected

when they first conceived the idea.
“I had no idea how much time and effort it would take,”
Smith says. “It was a big risk, but we were very lucky to
have the chance. The market is there, we just have to work
to keep it going.”

Colonial Wine and

Liquor

1800

| Street N.W. « Phone 338-4500
Free Delivery
HAPPY VALENTINES TO GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!

Call any time 362-0069

SPECIAL on ¥; KEGS

SHABBAT DINNER
Shabbat Service
Friday, February 13, 6:30 PM
Dinner,

RSVP M. Korn

Busch
Budweiser

7:30 PM

625-6780

National Boh
Meisterbrau
Michelob

$5

LECTURE
Sr. Margie Mayk
“Personal Prayer and

0
5

30

he and his five friends could put it out on their own. Many

by William Mills

1-

5

The HOYA, Page Y

the Spiritual Exercises
of Ignatius”
Sunday, February 15, 1:30 PM
Healy #105
DAHLGREN CHAPEL
Mass

in Spanish,

Rev. M. Maza,

SJ

Thursday, February 19, 7:00 PM
For more

information

on other programs

or schedules of services,

please call Campus Ministry, 625-3022

27.99

SALE on 4.75 SPIRITS

Odessa Vodka

6.99

38.99

Port Royal Rum

21.99

Cutty Sark Scotch

16.99

Cognac V.S.O.P.

10.99

23.99
49.99

Grain Alcohol
Gilbey’s Gin

16.99
10.99

Peach Schnapps
Brandy V.S.O.P.

Wolfschmidt Vokda
CHAMPAGNE
case — 29.90

Colonial Bourbon—
86 proof

7.99

750 SPECIAL SALE4.49
Triple Sec

8.49

Melon Liquer

4.49

SALE ON

WARM CASE/BEER
Heineken

7.99

4.49
6.49

Wiedeman
Meisterbrau

4.99
6.29

Carolin Irish Cream

7.99

Schaffer

5.99

Coco Ribe Is. Rum

6.99

Miller

9.99

10.99

Sodas, snacks, beer cups, and ice available af cheap prices!

STORE HOURS:

Mon-Fri

16.49

Busch

10:00 am - 9:00 pm - Sat

10:00 am - 7:00 pm

Page 10, The HOYA
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Mamet's Glengarry, Glen Ross

Viva La Cantina!

Bargain Hunting At The Arena

by John Medosch
HOYA

Staff Writer

Tucson Cantina
2605 Connecticut Ave. NW

Washington, DC
462-6410

On any one of those many nights
when the traffic in the heart of the
Adams-Morgan neighborhood makes
it seem like you're trying to cut in line
at the Pub at 11:15 on a Thursday

night, bag your plans for Millie and
Al's pizza and head up Connecticut
Ave. to the Tucson Cantina. Located

streamlining the whole process. Ordering from the bar becomes most important when getting more beer, especial-

ly if you try to do a solo on the heavily
spiced bowls of picante.
As for the kitchen, one is reminded
of President Eisenhower's now-clichéd
“more bang for the buck” line. Nachos,
here palm-sized freshly fried corn
chips covered with cheese and. then
oven baked, put the usual velveetaand-pepper dips in their proper place.
Other great first courses are the bowls
of guacamole, picante, and frijoles

caliente offered with unlimited chips.

in its own neighborhood of sorts, sharing the block with an Indian place and
a couple of tiny French restaurants,
the Cantina is within walking distance

Stay away from the chili however; it is
more like a spicy tomato soup laced
with meat than the rich, stewy concoc-

of the National Zoo, the Oxford Tavern, and Ireland’s Four Provinces. If
the very mention of these establishments isn’t enough of a lure to drag

A good rule of thumb regarding main

even the most obstinate pub rat out of

tion it should be.

courses is that you should avoid the
combination platters and instead, order
a la carte entrees backed with beans,
rice, or tortillas. Burros, flour tortillas

his or her Ivory Tower, then listen to
this: mexican food. Lots of it. Cheap.
We're not talking about a Taco Bell
here, for the Tucson Cantina is upscale
enough to sport a bar which includes a

wrapped around beef, bean, chicken,

bottle of rye—a commodity not easily
found in these days of wine coolers

touch make for tacos, tostados, and
tamales that are much more successful
than the usual 7-11 type of nuclear
burrito.

and “lite” everything—not to mention
a fine selection of beer featuring various domestic and Mexican brands.
Likewise on Friday and Saturday nights
the Cantina adds spice to the evening

with live entertainment.
The simplicity of the Cantina’s approach makes it a standout. “Waitress
service” means only that your food is

brought from the kitchen to your table; everyone orders from the bar

or vegetable fillings with cheese and
spices and then oven baked, are a solid
choice at $3.75. The freshness of the

ingredients

The

and

chalupa,

the kitchens

at $2.50,

simple

a mix

of

beans, guacamole, grated cheese, lettuce, tomato, and sour cream garnished
with an olive on a large crisp tortilla, is
an entree which succeeds for many of
the same reasons that make the Cantina worthy of a walk up Connecticut
Avenue: it’s good, it's cheap, and you
can’t get it at Marriott

Professor
discovers
perfect
love potion
After 23 years of
research, Dr. Rufus
T. Valentine, noted

romanceologist, has
discovered the perfect
love potion.
Said Dr. Valentine,

“The FTD® Sweetheart™ Bouquet is a
perfect combination of
flowers and a heart:
i
shaped potpourriina

ceramic powder jar.
Lab studies have
. shown it to have a
powerful, romantic

effect on both sender
and recipient.
“However, Dr. Valentine warns, “the effect
seems to peak around
February 14. And you
must make sure to go

toan FTD Florist.
Otherwise; he added;
“you may find yourself

spending Valentine's
Day alone in a most
unromantic place—the
library’

Mark Hammer, star of Glengarry, Glen Ross, gives an energetic performance despite a restricting script.
by Thomas
HOYA

The

Jones
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newest

Editor

production

of David

Mamet's Glengarry, Glen Ross at the
Arena stage pulls its audience into the
desperate world of high powered real
estate salesmen. Mamet touches on

the insecurities that haunt so many peo~ ple who hold on precariously to their

jobs and their lives. But though he captures the life on

the edge

that is en-

mic to capitalist socigty: his characters never develop and HIS" plot never
goes anywhere. What remain’ are ‘believable, engaging characters whose
complexity and potential are inade-

quately explored.

The play begins with a series of con-

versations between salesmen in a Chinese restaurant. Unfortunately, because

the production is “in the round” it is
impossible for the actors to face the
entire audience all the time. This is an
especially acute staging problem when
the first act is spent sitting down at
a restaurant. In every one of these
scenes, half of the audience has to look

at the back of one of the two performers. Once the actors are walking around
in the second act this problem is

eradicated.

4

The first act conversations feature
various unscrupulous characters trying
anything they can to take advantage of
each other. Levene wants another
chance from his boss Williamson; Moss
almost convinces Aaronow to steal the
leads to real estate sales for him; and
Roma sells a fraudulent deed to Florida property to some pathetic, lonely
stranger. In the second half, the salesmen return to a ransacked office with
all the leads gone. A search then ensues to locate the thief and the leads.

syllabic expletives for nearly every
other adjective and verb. The audi-

This play's most significant flaw is
the almost total lack of a story line.
The characters float around, absorbed
in the desperate need to make a sale
and keep their jobs. But they are never
organized into situations that could refine and develop their personalities.
The audience learns nearly everything
it will about the characters after the
first act. When they all meet together
in the office in the second act, nothing
new comes out of this interaction.

rity, their scruples and even each other
to get ahead. And success is so fleeting

is forced

to read

between

the

lines of these primitive speech patterns

(where

the same

word

means

about

twenty different things) for some mean-

ing. The salesmen are incapable of expressing their feelings with any sophis-

tication, so we are forced to guess.
Despite all of these problems
met’s

characters

taining

still survive

Ma-

as enter-

victims of the pursuit for the

great sale. They sacrifice their secu-

in a job where yesterday’s successes
quickly become irrelevant. Mamet does
succeed in recreating just these kinds
of people.

The

performances

_®Registered trademark FTDA.

in this produc-

Since it lacks a strong plot and contains little character development,
Glengarry Glen Ross relies heavily on

tion are also believable and graceful.
Mark Hammer as Levene is enthralling and energetic. David Proval plays
the slimy Roma to perfection. Robert
Westenberg’s is the stiffest and least
rewarding performance as the strict
office manager Williamson. Unfortunately these actors never get the chance

dialogue to keep the audience’s inter-

to explore the considerable possibili-

est. Ironically, the characters are toweringly inarticulate. They rely on mono-

ties for their characters. They are, in
essence, trapped by a limited script.

Yahr

The Cantina, located on Connecticut Ave., prides itself on cheap, authentic Mexican food.
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Dr. Jones from Howard University will speak on "African
Religions of the Diaspora”, ICC 115, 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 17

Friday, February 13
“Blast from the Past” dance sponsored by BSA in the
Hall of Nations, 10 p.m. — 2 a.m. Admission $2.00 before
11:00 p.m. and $3.00 after 11:00 p.m.

Black film festival to celebrate Black History Month,
WGR 201A, sponsored by BSA.

Weekend Films: "Pretty in Pink”, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.,
Reiss 103, $1.00 w/GPB card and $2 w/o card.
BUDGETS

DUE IN SAO!!!

CAC meeting at 8:00 p.m.

SFS Academic Council meeting at 8:00 p.m. in ICC 216.
SCAR—8:00 p.m. Forum: homeless, low-income housing
and racial discrimination
:
PSU—housing crisis forum
GUSA election committee meeting, WGR 201A

2300 WISCONSIN AVE., N.W.
333-3366

217A

Mid-day Arts Series presents John Jackson, winner of the

“A Night of Elegance”, Kappa
Holiday Inn, 9:00 p.m. — 2:00 a.m.

BASKETBALL game against Pittsburgh at 8:00 p.m.

Kabaret,

Georgetown

Weekend Films: "Pretty in Pink”, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.,
Reiss 103, $1.00 w/GPB card and $2 w/o card.

Sunday, February 15
GUSA Assembly, Healy 106, 8:00 p.m.

Cantate Chamber Singers perform in Gaston Hall, 8:00
p.m., tickets are $5.00.
Soul Night at the Pub, 9:00 p.m. — 2:00 a.m.

Monday, February 16
NO CLASS!!!

NOTE: "Elaine Wheeler thinks someone is trying to drive

her crazy . .. Is she right? Find out Feb. 19, 20, 21, 26, 27
& 28 at 8:00 p.m. in Stage III, Poulton Hall when M & B
presents Nightwatch. For reservations call 625-4960;
CAS Academic Council meeting at 9:00 p.m.

FLOWERS

Wednesday, February 18

BSA presents "Gameshow Series #1” — “The Dating Game”,
WGR 301A. A donation of $1.00 to benefit a non-profit
organization, 3:00 — 5:00 p.m.

$4.00 tickets.

VALENTINE

Students for a Peaceful Future meeting, 8:00 p.m., ICC

Saturday, February 14

wy

ence

National Endowment for Traditional Music, in the Healy
Program Room, 12:15 — 1:00 p.m. FREE!

Panel discussion on "Our Economic Crisis: What are the
Strategies?”, ICC 108, at 8:00 p.m.
CCAS presents a lecture series on "Defense Issues in the
Middle East” at 6:00 p.m., ICC 107 with Les Janka, Vice

President, Neill and Company

Thursday, Feburary 19
Silent Film Festival sponsored by GPB, "The Freshman”
(Harold Lloyd), Healy Program Room, 8:00 p.m. for $1.00
w/o GPB card.
SCAR meeting at 8 p.m. in ICC 1 15 on Affirmative Action

Japan Club—Sushi making gathering, check w/SAO about
timed locations

Hilltop Hi-Lites is published weekly by the Student Activities
Office and can be read in The HOYA! If you have information

G.U. Soul Food Dinner, Nevils Community Room, 7:00 p.m. for Hilltop Hi-Lites, stop by Copley B-17, or call x4308.

Catholic University of America
Summer Semester in Valencia, Spain
June 29 — August 13
* Wide Selection of Graduate and Undergraduate
Courses

* Many Extra-Curricular Activities
* Final Tour Through South and Central Part of
Spain

* Up To 10 Undergraduate and Graduate Credit
Hours Granted By COA.
* Different Plans to Suit Your Economic Needs.
For more information and or brochure with
application write to: Dr. Josep M. Sola-Sole (director)
Box 192 — Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. 20064
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ine'love. Even after they die.

by Soraya Chemaly

Unbeknownst

HOYA Staff Writer

by Alex, a federal agent.

an

excellent

choice

succeed in making Alex a dull girl, but
not quite. Debra Winger the actress
saves Alex the character. Winger renders Alex everything that Catharine is
not: sloppy, unglamourous and sexually
repressed. Every friend and co-worker
with whom she speaks is inordinately

for

the part of the almost perpetual widow
Catharine. She spins an intricate web
of seductions and murders, using a

records.

Died And Gone To Skag Heaven

Page

11

remarkable repertoire of personalities.
Russell is just as effective playing a
bored, wealthy, New York sophisticate
as she is a tacky, red-headed tart from
North Carolina. All of her women, four
of whom we meet, are attractive, intelligent, and inexplicably frustrated.
Each manages to appear spiteful and
vampish to the audience while simultaneously caring and devoted to their
husbands. She is the perfect wife to
each, and for each she professes genu-

concerned with her self-imposed celi-

to lesbianism which develop as the relationship between the women evolves,
but which remain ambiguous to the
end. Neither character seems entirely

devoted to heterosexuality, considering their relationships with men, so
undercurrents of lesbianism are under-

standable. With time, Alex begins to
develop the femininity and sensuality
which she has suppressed and which
Catharine

exudes. The audience can-

not help but wonder if it is perhaps the
very

perfection

and

effectiveness

of

these traits in Catharine which fascinate and attract Alex from the start.
Not only does Catharine provide Alex

bacy. Like many of Winger’s previous
characters, Alex is not so much physically attractive as intelligent and strongminded. Her intellect and tenacity

with sexual confidence, but with a man
as well.

make

be-

with international hotel magnate and
Catharine’s soon-to-be husband num-

two

ber five, Paul Nuytten, played by veteran French actor Sami Frey (Little

her obsessive and lead her to

relentlessly pursue and ultimately
friend Catharine.

The

friendship

between

the

women results in an interesting exchange in personality. More provocative still are the subtle allusions made

For a brief time Alex's obsession with
Catharine is replaced by her obsession

Drummer Girl). But rejection, inevitable when competing with the irresistcontinued on page 12

matic Squirrelbait style, replete with pounding rhythms,

by Kevin Roy

screeching choruses, and even a lyric sheet. Side One

Staff Writer

Something on Monday January 19 occurred which
may someday draw national acclaim to the halls of
Georgetown. Squirrelbait’s latest LP on Homestead,

begins with
true “skag in
need no pig
lead vocalist

Skag Heaven, became available on vinyl and ready to be
slapped on the closest turntable.

sure of themselves with this album. Each song has a
tighter sense to it compared with those of their earlier

Skag Heaven was originally scheduled for release on
November 1. Homestead Records, possibly sensing the
success of the seven-inch release off of the album (“Kid
Dynamite” b/w “Slake Train Coming”) opted to delay
release until after the Christmas season. Dave Grubbs,
a sophomore in the College here at Georgetown, is the

lead guitarist and most prolific songwriter for the band
of five Louisville lads. Squirrelbait toured the East coast
and select mid-Western cities this summer in order to
follow up its fall 1985 release, entitled simply Squirrelbait.
Grubbs has been anxiously awaiting the release of this
. new ten song album; he has explained the titleas
“...a
skag is someone who looks like they've been working

under their Duster all day without a shirt. A $1 showing
of Pink Floyd's The Wall is skag heaven.”
The album itself is a product of brilliant packaging.

“Kid Dynamite,” an imposing story of a
a set-up” told amongst choruses of “I don’t
stomping on my buzz.” Squirrelbait and
Peter Searcy seem a bit more playful and

EP. “Virgil's Return,” “Black Light Poster Child,” and in

particular a hammering version of “Choose Your Poison” (“I got some turpentine/it’s gonna make me blind/
cold steel blue steel/ please call my bluff”) round out
the first side.

Side Two starts with “Kick the Kat,” a tale of suburban angst and frustrated husbands. “Too Close to the
Fire,” the only song on Skag Heaven Grubbs did not
write (lead vocalist Peter Searcy wrote it), follows, and
is probably the weakest song of the bunch. Fortunately,
the album closes with three powerful songs
— the immediacy of “Slake Train Coming,” the Husker Du-ish instrumental “Rose Island Road,” and possibly one of the
album’s best cuts, “Tape From California.” This song,
originally performed by folk singer Phil Ochs, rolls with
urgency and age, almost as if it would be suited to a

The white cover sports a fish-looking collage created by

band with a good bit more experience and maturity, not

drummer Ben Daughtrey. This artistic endeavor is aptly

"to a group whose median age averages at 20 years. All
in all, Skag Heaven is a collection of tightly-worded,
shattered images, emotive vocals, searing guitar lines,

complemented by ‘a ‘black and white photograph of
Grubbs, which covers the back of Skag Heaven. Guy
Dove, a senior at Georgetown, took the shot in Copley
Basement using the multi-colored erupting volcanoes
' which graced the walls across from the HOYA offices as
+ background. Unfortunately, the walls were painted white
| overd & Christmas holidays, but the picture can also be
foi
he fall issue of the Georgetown Journal.
S, ‘promised, Skag Heaven is delivered in the eniga

Incredibly

motivated, Alex has no life except
work. All work and no play almost

ity is, however, deceptive.
Theresa Russell, whom you might
remember from the movie The Last
was

as she

York to Hawaii, with a few stops and
husbands along the way, she is followed

kills them. The plot's seeming simplic-

Tycoon,

to Catharine

traipses across the country, from New

There is nothing profound or particularly innovative about the movie Black
Widow. It is the story of an evil young
woman who marries rich men and then

~-\"IHFHHAAA
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The HOYA,

Widow Spins Intriguing Web

skag heaven

Squirrelbait’s latest release is available on Homestead

13, 1987

and a lot of pain. Some fans have commented that the
album contains masochistic undertones. However, as
Grubbs explains, “Immediate sensation, at times, is a
powerful thing. A lot of the album addresses that.”

As an aside to the release of the album, it is impor:
tant to note

that thisis to be Squirrelbait’s last vinyl
continued on page 12

The ovil Catharine Th heresa Russell) plots to kill her next mate, Paul (Sami Frey)i in 20th Century Fox's newest
release, Black Widow.

—

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre| sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
| means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule

not the exception. The gold bar

CAESAR’S

Ristorante

Very Inexpensive & Yet Very, Very, Good...
Fresh Seafood

Fresh Pasta « Excellent Veal & Chicken
Pizza Too (Cooked in Woodburning Stove)

-

on the right means you command respect as an Army offiter, If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
i
NJ 07015. Or call al free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

Sits
ear,

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
“Biggest Bargain in Town”
John Rossen
— Washington Times

2809 M Street, N.W.
Georgetown
337-0730

Annual Student
Activities Awards
MERRILL LYNCH WILL BE ON CAMPUS
February 23
At Merrill Lynch, the creative thinking of our professionals has helped us earn
a legacy of innovation that has lasted more than 100 years — providing finan-

cial Syvices to clients in Individual, Corporate, Government and Institutional

e Qutstanding Student
in an S.A.C. Organization
e Qutstanding Student in
Community Service

markets

To help us continue that legacy, we will be available to discuss career opportunities for:

Corporate Systems Program
Consumer Markets Program

35 Merrill Lynch
Your world should know no boundaries.
Merrill Lynch Is An Equal Opportunity Employer

e Qutstanding Student
Activities Organization

» PRIZES: A Certificate and $100
e Applications due: March 6, 1987
e Applications available in the
SAC Office
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Entertainment
Dry Humor Abounds On “M’” Street
by Carla Stanziale

utes. The acts are not solely of the traditional stand-up
type, but also sung parodies and comedy magic routines.

Assistant Entertainment Editor

The opening of The Comedy Stop has been something
of a mystery, anticipated and long-awaited. Part of the
reason for the delay can be attributed to the major renovaton the bilding underwent as well as liquor license red tape.
The District of Columbia is hesitant to issue another license in an area like Georgetown where so many bars and
nightclubs already exist.
If audience reaction is to be any real measuring stick for

After a night of wallowing in pubscum or being pasted
up against a wall at the Tombs, undoubtedly the threat of
“never again” crosses one’s mind. These nightspots are

They are fun, within walking

for something other than the usual. However, there seem
to be no real alternatives. So we habitually return, some
night after night, others week after week, to the same
scene.
Salvation may have arrived, however, this time in the
lord of comic relief as The Comedy Stop opened last
week.
Located on the corner of 34th and M Streets, The Comedy
Stop is a newly refurbished version of what was once the
Old Cellar Door, a nationally renowned comedy club which
closed down several years ago. With that reputation in mind,
producer Bob Kephart was motivated to rejuvenate the old
establishment. “The Old Cellar Door, with its national
reputation and tradition was an inspiration to me,” says
Kephart.
Funds running well into the six figure range were spent

success,

The

Comedy

Stop’s lineup is a successful

one.

The comedians, however, often resort to rather crude material, although profanity is kept at a moderate level. For
The Tonight Show, Late Night With David Letterman

Q

the most part the performers are veterans of shows such as
and

Star Search and really know their stuff. In the coming
weeks, The Comedy Stop will feature Pat Paulsen, Bill
Hicks (who recently appeared on Late Night), and Barry
Diamond.
As far as the menu is concerned, a variety of non- .
alcoholic beers, wines and tropical drinks are served. The
food selection, appetizers to entrees is widely ranged in
price and content. The service is excellent, however it is

possible to forego dining and just pay to see the.show.

materializing this dream. There is now a full service kitchen,

Performances run Wednesday through Sunday, with times

a state of the art sound system, stagelights and bars. Although modernized, they have “maintained the old ambi-

varying from 9pm to 11pm to lam depending on the night
visited. The club is also planning to initiate an open mike
night on Tuesdays. Hopefuls would need to audition on the
preceding Monday night. Tickets for the show alone range
in price from $6.50-$8.50 and are available at Ticketron or
The Comedy Stop. Student discounts are available with a
valid ID. It is a good idea to make reservations. As for the

ence of the club,” emphasizes Kephart.

The atmosphere definitely enhances the performances.
It is casual and intimate, making one feel as if they are
sitting at home with a group of friends rather than the
detached feeling one encounters at other more impersonal
clubs as a mere face in the audience. The comedians are
~ aware of the people and their reactions. The tables are set

dress, proper attire is requested, but the crowd is generally

casual, no jackets or ties.
The Comedy Stop, given its proximity and novelty, should

close. All of the seats are good ones. However, people
seated close to the stage should be prepared to go on stage
and engage in some dialogue with the performers as audience participation is a regular, entertaining occurrence.

be a hit with GU students.”It isn’t as cheap as the Pub, and
“everyone” may not be there, but for a change of pace,
The Comedy Stop is a very welcome entertainment alternative.

A night at The Comedy Stop consists of three separate
comedians’ routines, totaling one hour and twenty min-

Photo by Jennifer Pye

The Comedy Shop
nights a week.

is Georgetown’s newest entertainment alternative, featuring renowned comedians, five

Black Widow: She Mates,
continued from page 11
ible Catharine, leads to those most despicable and dangerous of human traits,
envy and jealousy. Friendship between

novel circumstances and unpredictable

the two women grows impossible, while

Bob Rafelson, the film’s director, said
in the film's press notes that explana-

other.
The premise of the movie, compar-

to say

that

a folk/hardcore

legacy

You just won't believe me
.And in my own words:
Je suis tien.

follow? Someday, rock historians may scour the campus, chipping away the white paint in Copley Basement
in order to uncover, the remains of the multi-colored
volcanoes. Legacy ofl Hot’ 'Squirtelbait isd “valdable
asset to an often bland music scene today in ‘America.
Their’ latest LP; Skag Heaven, is now available in the
DC area.

ae

ia

by Guy

TO MY
CHAUFFER surg,

Dove

_Dave Grubbs, he could make Copley famous some"day?

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
AT THESE GREAT PRICES
$2.79*

SHIRTS
3 or

99C

more
3 or more

with dryclean
RIGGS
BANK

WISCONSIN AVENUE

M

TON

EXTRA

SILK DRESSES ONLY

$5.99 & UP

CAMBRIDGE

X

:
PERPETUAL
AMERICAN
BANK
' GEORGETOWN

INN

— Peter

Reservations

NATALIE,

Instead of candy for
Valentine's. | bought you
a pair of black high heels.
Umm, I'm hungry.

:
a

~ Guess Who?

|

DANIELA PEREZ
Happy 21st you wicked
LA. Chick! Here's to you!
Love,
Srl:
Lisa, Kim and Liz

and

airlines
.cruises

.rail
.hotels

-tours

cars

- For Personalized,
Professional
Service Call
202-333-2123

ASTRAL TRAVEL,
Ing
1233 34th St. NW

CLEANERS

~ Washington,

3214

MARTINS
N STREET

ST.

BLOUSES
2 PC. SUIT
SKIRTS
1 PC. SWEATER
SWEATERS
DRESS
WINTER SLACKS
*WHITES & FANCIES

Happy Valentine’s
Day. Yeg Elsker dig,
deine Immer. Lots of rain.

=

Fy icketing Worldwide

PROSPECT STREET

N STREET

LITTLE
TAVERN

&

$4.99

ST-—>TO KEY BRIDGE

GEORGETOWN
COURT

— Greg

Dear Schatzi,

won’t

Widow is an entertaining film.

DEAR

JACKIE,

eye out for.
A
The Squirrelbait saga will soon be only a memory,
who's

and to the source of Alex’s

obsession may have helped the mys-

In the meantime Grubbs has been writing a bundle of
new songs and plans to form a new band with GU senior
Dan Treado and a drum machine. Grubbs will probably
sing lead vocals and play lead guitar with Treado on the
bass and backup vocals. The band, featuring a mix of
Stooges covers and originals, will be worth keeping an

‘but

superb cinematography. Overall, Black

should be less confident in the ability

ing the woman to the insatiable black
widow devouring her mate, is not new.
The film does not take any of the clichés with which it abounds to produce’

pressing. The band slowly disintegrated over the summer, and the five members found it hard to come together this fall.

Ic

chopathy

surprises to the audience.

tions for Catharine's psychosis and
Alex’s obsession are “unrealistic” and
“not dramatically satisfying.” Rafelson

even as they set out to destroy each

continued from page 11

of his production to explain itself. Some
clues to Catharine’s identity and psy-

interesting twists, they do not come as

complete

the natural wariness and respect be-

de

tery to unravel itself, but unassisted by
its director, it fails. This is the most
prominent technical flaw in the movie.
This is not an overwhelming problem, particularly given the performance:
of the actresses and their supporting:
cast. Both Winger and Russell are ex.
cellent actresses and even if their characters occasionally leave something to
be desired, their acting rarely does:
They are surrounded throughout by
equally accomplished performers and

events. Although the end holds some

tween them is retained and intensified,

She Kills

—
«a

traditionally Georgetown.

distance and affordable. After a while however, one yearns

D.C.

“MORE VALUE FOR YOUR DOLLAR”
3214 “N” Street, NW
GEORGETOWN
LOWER LEVEL
9-5
SAT
7:30-7:00 pm
M-F
TEL. 202 302-1797

O STREET

While-U-Wait

GUESS

a

What’ s going to happen to your resume?

AT NO EXTRA

2)

CHARGE!

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES

Odds are 1 to 300 yours will be picked out of the pile.
About 2 to 100 for the want ad routine. Let us teach you
how the job market really works.

Typesetting and Printing
Word Processing
Cover Letters

Saturday, February 28

Georgetown University

|

| |,
|

a
Tent

HOYA

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Village C Formal Lounge
e 4-hour seminar e 120-page workbook e 1-year in EARN*
Phone (466-8550 to register—Fee: $35 (credit cards accepted)

=TYPE 775-4808 |

*Employers Access Recruiting Network:
A computerized network for employers who are hiring college graduates. Your credentials on file in EARN will link you to hundreds of
potential job openings.
Career Connection

¢ 1000 Connecticut Avenue, NW

¢ Washington, DC

20036

¢ 466-8550

ks

2029 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

J

PRESENT THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE 25% OFF

{
|

|
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Sports
1000th Win.

Navy Sinks Swimmers
record for her leadoff leg in this relay.
The meet against Navy gave the

by Margaret Morgan
HOYA

Assistant Sports Editor

Hoyas an opportunity to face some
rough competition before heading to
the Big East Championships next week.
The team finished the season with a
10-3 record overall. The fact that the
women’s team posted some solid performances and good times at last
weekend's meet should indicate that
Georgetown is on schedule for the Big
East and could probably move up one
or two notches in the final Big East
standings.

Last weekend both the men’s and
the women’s swim teams faced tough
opposition in dual meets. The women's team lost 166-101 to Navy at home,
while the men’s team suffered a 73-30
setback against Villanova in Philadel
phia. Both Navy and Villanova are excellent teams, and competition against
them is seen in terms of getting good
times and competing well, rather than
actually winning the meet.
Mark Pugliese, the Georgetown women’s swim coach, was not disappointed with the team’s performance,
saying, “It was some of the very best
swimming we've ever done.” All team

The men’s team was faced with many
of the same problems against Villanova
that the women faced against Navy.
Villanova is in second place in the Big

members swam and dived well, giving

place. Men’s Coach Jeff Bryan commented, “We never go to this meet

Georgetown

a number of new

East, whereas Georgetown is in eighth

univer-

sity records. Freshman Cheryl Conlin
had a hand in four of these records.
and 200 m breaststroke, the 200 m individual medley, and participated in
the second place finish and university

with the expectation of beating them
| Villanova; | we go and try to get some
good times.”
In the opening medley relay, Jim
Peterson helped the Hoyas take third
place. He also contributed a second

record set by GU
relay.

in the 200m medley

place finish in the 100 m freestyle and
a fourth place finish in the 100 m

Susan Nasca also had some excel-

breaststroke, with times challenging
some of his personal best times. Mike

She set individual records in the 100 m

lent performances in the 100 m and ,
200 m butterfly, and helped the Hoyas

set a university and pool record in the
400 m freestyle relay. Another participant

in the

200 m

medley

relay was

Lennon in the 3 m diving competition
scored substantially higher than he has
in the past, and Sam Juno placed second in the 100 m backstroke.

Kris Carr, who set a 50 m backstroke

by Philip Junker
HOYA

Sandwiched somewhere between the
bowling scores and chess results in the
January 12, 1908 Washington Post is a
tiny, one- column article recounting a
Georgetown men’s basketball romp
Photo by Sarah Stafford

Life is not always exciting with non-student basketball fans.

Photo

team

weekend.

by Jennifer Pye

lost to Villanova 73-30 in competition

Quin Hillyer

“trivia

There you are, a Georgetown alumnus working in the D.C. area the year

after graduation, and you figure one
part of college life you do not want to
give up is the excitement and sheer fun
of Hoya basketball games.
Yes, alumni season tickets are a great

idea. There is still nothing that beats a
weekly fix of the hustle, heart, and
class of a John Thompson-coached
team, and nothing like the pride of
knowing that your school does athletics right.
But you must figure one disappoint-

ment into your plans.
When you move out of the student
section, you will no longer be standing

an insistent tap on the shoulder from
two rows behind you and a whined
complaint of “I can’t see- ee-ee.”
So here’s the solution for you when
you

become

alumni:

Do

get

season

tickets. Do go to every game, because
Reggie's silk shots and Perry's powerful drives excite the senses no matter

where you sit. But don’t give in and
become

a couch potato yourself. The

Hoyas, and you, deserve much better.
And while you're still students? What
do you do when you miss a quarter of
the action because the backboard is in
you way? How do you deal with a fourhour time commitment when your ten-

page

paper

is due

tomorrow?

How

and cheering with college basketball

about those Capital Offenders known

fans. Instead, you will be surrounded

by uprooted couch potatoes.
Those folks that inhabit the sideline
seats of the Capital Centre-of-Nowhere
behave as if they are sitting at home in
front of the idiot box. Oh, very once in
a while they can be roused enough to
yell an insult at the referee (usually on
one of the few calls where the poor

as arena ushers? What's the solution
when your feet feel like falling off after two hours of standing and jumping?
Thank your lucky stars and ask for
more.
You are responsible for cheering
loud enough to make up for 15,000
effectively empty seats on the sidelines.
You need to let your basketball-playing

official is actually correct), or to po-

classmates know

litely clap as if sitting through a sedate
symphony performance.
But cheer? Really! They would rather
talk about the stock market. Stand up?
Are you kidding? Even standing up in
the midst of an exciting comeback
against undefeated DePaul, with two
minutes left in the game, is cause for

contribution and how impressive their
talent is.
Finally, most importantly, you need
to have the time of your life. Because
life never gets any better, nor could it,
than in the student section. Its inhabi-

how important their

tants, whether they know it or not, are

somewhere near Nirvana.

Sophomore Nick Jamilla will
competition being held tomorrow
place in the top eight, is entered
also represent Georgetown at the
Yugoslavia in July.

*

compete .in the Junior Olympics fencing
in Orlando, Florida. Jamilla, who hopes to
in the under-20 Men's foil division. He will
World University Championships in Zagreb,
*

*

*

The Hoya Hotline returns to the phone lines this week at the Sports
Information Office at 625-8872. This week's schedule: Today: Preview of
men’s basketball vs Bowie State; Sunday: Recaps of Saturday’s men’s and
women’s basketball games; Monday: Complete weekend report and preview
of women’s basketball vs Delaware.
l

*

Prepare Foi:

OPTOMETRIST
METRO

Confusing matters more is a miscalculation on the part of the Sports Information department that credited the
Hoyas with one more victory than they
really deserved in the media guide. As
a result, last week’s HOYA erroneously
cited the Boston College game as the
opportunity for GU to notch the record win.
This mistake was rectified in the
Washington Post who credited the Blue
and Grey with their 999th win. They,
too, brought up the specter of the phantom game of 1908, but chose to accept
- the company line of Basketball Information Director Bill Shapland who

*

QL

dr

~ #*GUTS bus will take you to Rosslyn hourly 10:20 am to 5:20 pm.

Happy Valentine’s
Day!

It’s the third time around

I miss your

3 am

calls.

and you still “send me.”
X0X0 PETEY

Dan-—
SORRY....
I hope you don’t hate me!

John S.—

BRAD-

This Valentine’s Day message is

What were you saying about &
your little corner at work?
?

for you for intending to think of

5

7

Raa

z

~

me on my birthday.
Love, Biscuit

BERNAIS AND
BERNITSKI,
Thank you very much for
the delicious Nestle Townhouse Cookies and —

Happy Valentine's
Day!
—Bernez
DAVID I can’t believe what a wimp
you are! You go out drinking
once and break your foot, you
try to party like the Big Boys
and you get sick . . .
[ think it’s time to see who really
knows how to party. Chicken?

The
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The mystery win, if coupled with
another unreported game (this one a
31-29 loss to Fordham) would give
Georgetown a 6-2 record for the '08
season. While this statistical aberration is perhaps meaningless beyond the
dusty University Archives, it has nonetheless served to dampen the celebration of the Hoyas’ notable achievement
of 1,000 wins.

Bell Breaks 200m Record
lough’s performance.

by Andrew Jameson
HOYA Staff Writer
This past Sunday, the women’s track
team travelled to Newark, Delaware to

compete in a field of about forty teams
at the Delaware Invitational. With the
Big East Championships taking place
on the weekend of February 20, this

was the last tuneup for the majority of
the squad, and many quality performances were turned in by the Hoyas.
Described by coach Pan Fanaritis as
“the best female sprinter in Georgehistory,”

indoor/outdoor

co-

captain Jennifer Bell broke her own
school record in the 200 meter dash,
finishing with a time of 25.47. In doing
s0, Bell qualified for the ECAC Cham-

pionships, where she will also compete
in the 400 and 500 meter runs.
Mary
McCullough,
meanwhile,
paced the Hoyas in the 3000 meters by
finishing second overall in a time of
10:05.1. Chris Brough, running a
10:19.6, placed fifth.
In the 1500 meters, Heidi Roe placed
garet Scutro was close behind in 4:46,
“finishing sixth. Kara Mullen, winning

her heat by running a 4:50.1, suffered
an injury that will sideline her for the
rest of the season.

Scutro also finished fourth in the
1000 meters, ending up with a time of
3:04.4.
The distance medley relay team consisting of Roe, Scutro, McCullough and
Michelle Girard finished second in
12:21.4. Especially notable was McCul-

April DAT &

She ran the an-

chor leg in 5:07 and came just shy of
winning the event for the Hoyas.
Despite competing against nationally ranked long jumpers from Howard
and Delaware State, Georgetown record holder Sheila Greaves fared well,
and according to Coach Fanaritis, she

will probably qualify for the ECAC
Championships, and “is capable of
jumping 18’5”.” Additionally, Fanaritis
feels that the 4x800 meter relay team
has an excellent chance of qualifying
for the NCAA Championships.
;
While her teammates were competing in Delaware, Cassie Rizzo was at
George Mason on Saturday, and set a

school record in the 20 Ib.
throw. By breaking her own
Rizzo qualified for the ECAC’s
throw of 43’8”, and is expected

weight
record,
with a
to fin-

ish among the top, three at the Big East
Championships.
:
For the remainder ofthe team that
is not preparing for the Miller Lite
Invitational

at George

Mason,

there

will be a great deal of outdoor training, since the team was forced to practice in Yates due to snow. A few injuries resulted due to the hardness of
that surface.
As his team heads into the Big East
Championships, Fanaritis acknowledges that “injuries are part of the game
and are to be expected. Actually, it
balances out because at this point in
the year, no team is totally healthy”
He believes that his squad will be competitive, and may finish as high as
fourth.

ADOPTION

CENTER

524-7111

DV III-

of

Childless couple seeks to adopt an infant.
Will provide warm, loving home.
We can pay legal and medical expenses.

1700 N Moore St.
Arlington, VA
EYES EXAMINED - CONTACT LENSES
20% Discount to Students on contact lenses and prescription glasses.

LAIRD
Flannel
sheets,
plastic
champagne classes...
and THOU.

amount

William and Mary Col'ege Defeated in Basket Ball by
the Score of 62
and if so, was Wednesday's win over °
Connecticut really Georgetown’s reto 8.
cord victory?

Dr. Alan R. Fishman and Dr. David W. Weiss
ROSSLYN

a certain

fifth with a time of 4:44.1, while Mar-

Georgetown alum Eric “Sleepy” Floyd tallied 14 points and five rebounds
in the NBA All-Star Game last Sunday in Seattle. Floyd, a guard for the
Golden State Warriors of the Pacific Division, was a member of the West
All-Stars who prevailed in overtime, 154-149.
*

on

AT A MATCH FOR
GEORGETONN STEAM

over the program’s 1,000th victory. The
question is, should this undocumented
win be counted in the team’s win total,

town

The Bowie State Bulldogs, a Division II basketball team that competes in
the CIAH conference, will bring a 1985-86 record of 1-27 into McDonough
Arena tomorrow to face the Hoyas. Coach Al Brathway’s club has been
scheduled as a replacement for the cancelled Arizona State game.
*

takes

said, “We are unable to determine
whether the game was an official game
or was an exhibition.” The Post article
of '08 makes no mention of the game's
being a mere exhibition.

importance in light of the recent hoopla

What Rocks? Not Cap Centre

last

2

over William and Mary. Neither school’s

Sports Information Department has
any record of the 62-8 Hoya triumph.
This otherwise insignificant bit of

Sportswatch
The men’s swimming

Sports Editor

Or Is It?

CONFIDENTIAL.
PLEASE CALL MARLENE AND

® Live Classes
® Test 'n Tape
Reinforcement

COLLECT

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

DAVID

703-273-2037

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

244-1456

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008

Dearest Julie, Ellen,
and Ana:
For your beauty, wisdom,

and

friendship from New North to
now, I love you. Now, when are
we going to doink?,
—The God in Tretorns
Lance-—
Meet

me

at the

MacIntosh

tonight at 10:00 p.m.— Genie

D.C.—-N St:

—The Creekster

To CyndiHow ‘bout those beers you
owe me?
Brian Mc

EVAN,
What happened? Happy Valentine’s Day.
To My New Neighbour—
See you on Canyon Road!
(Or hopefully sooner)

Valentine’s Day is not for hair-

Seeing you so rarely is driving me crazy! Why don’t we
get together for those missed
Amstels and sushi?
Checkered Flag

dressers ... but it is for ducks.

You know you are my favorite valentine. Happy V. Day.

HINTS FOR HELOISE

GV-

have to be tall, dark, and wait-

Does every one of your men
Let’s do it twice a week. TH.

Mohammed, (w/ Respect
for Love)
As always . . . thank you, thank
you, thank you... for being so
sweet. Much love,

The Dishonest One

To Kelly from New South:
All my love forever,

Peter,

Stinky—
Peg

Yar, Bohunk

short, pale,

and

I'm

live in Boise

but 'm a sexual Tasmanian
Devil. Please be my little love
bunny.
Your Snoogums To Be

&

Mountie:
from all your little dumplings
who put more than just gum
behind their ears to attract your
attention.

FIGHT FOR YOUR
RIGHT -30

Guess what? You got a Valentine in the paper! Sorry it’s only
from me. By the way, I'd like to
introduce you to my friends
Blob and Clod ....

Jules—
Even though you have no
memory, Vitals loves you. And
I think you're schwell! Love
you and Phil,
Roomie

TODD (the Bod),
To Toner—

Yo!
[ like your thank.
— Steph

Happy Valentine's Day!
Love always.

Beebs,

ing in line at Café Med?

Michelle—

We

love

you,

Cary

Brazeman!
Your Gwaftec Wadies

I promise you'll play next year.
Scotty G.
When it all comes down
to it, the best Valentine is a
bottle.

ANDY-

J.M.DeS.-

Win or lose, I'll always love
you.

From here to San Francisco
and back, you're the best pal a
guy could have! Let's find a
sequel to Body Heat and celebrate the Fourth of July all over
again! Happy Valetine’s Day.
—The Guy Down Under

—~Liz

To the E.R. Crowd:
Thanks for the memories!
Love, Patch

|

ee
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Rolls

Williams Pours in 34 as Georgetown

Sports Editor

Bolstered by a 34 point outburst by

All-American forward Reggie Williams,
the Georgetown Hoyas rolled to their
third straight Big East victory, a 78-50
romp over the Huskies in Connecticut
last Wednesday night. After jumping
out to an 8-0 lead, GU never looked

back and led by 27 at the intermission.
When UConn center Gerry Besselink
picked up his third foul with 5:34 to go

Jaren

The Huskies were dealt a crushing
blow earlier in the year when star sophomores Phil Gamble and Cliff Robin-

comfortable

in

re-

son were lost for the season. Gamble,
a 64” guard, earned All-Freshman rec-

sponsibilities and showed surprisingly

ognition last year with a 10.6 per game

years. The

well with four points and an emphatic
shot block.

scoring average and was to be counted
on this year as the shooting guard. Robinson, too, was to be a key member of

Jackson each tallied eight points in the
Hoya effort, and center Ben Gillery
went

beyond

his

usual jump-ball

For Connecticut the news was all
bad. Freshman guard Tate George
paced the lackluster Huskies with 11
points and was the only UConn player
to notch double figures. Little-used ju-

the forward

position.
In the absence of these luminaries,
the scoring and rebounding burden has

are matchups against Syracuse in. the
feared Carrier Dome, a much-awaited
rematch against Providence at home

and a Cap Centre duel with the conference leading Pittsburgh Panthers.
The Hoyas still have a mathematical

the Huskie

squad

from

nior Robert Ursery canned two three-

fallen to Besselink. While the senior

pointers from his forward position and
freshman Steve Pikiell chipped in eight
in the losing cause.
:

has performed admirably, he has been

With the convincing 28 point win,
the Hoyas move to 18-4 overall and

keep pace with the St. John’s Redmen
who are also 8-4 in the Big East. For
Connecticut,

it is wait

'till next year

tussle will serve as a valu-

able warm up for the squad before
they embark on their tough final four
games.
Included in the late season gauntlet

as good as sealed. Although Connecti-

leader led to a team collapse and the
Hoyas capitalized immediately.
Williams split his point total evenly
between halves. The 6'7” senior played
consistently well defensively and on
the boards, and his outside offerings
produced four three point goals. Perry
McDonald continued his stellar Big
East play, netting 12 points and estab-

but seemed

the offensive flow.
Tomorrow’s game with the Bowie
State marks the Hoyas’ first game in
McDonough Gymnasium in three

in the first half, the Huskies’ fate was
cut had closed to within ten at that
point, the departure of the 6°9” senior

moments,

unable to carry the squad in the balanced and dangerous Big East Conference.
Junior walk-on Tom Lang provided
two interesting minutes for the Hoyas

in this otherwise uninspiring game. Af-

shot at the Big East regular season
title, but more importantly seem to be
playing well as the league’s post-season
tournament looms on the horizon.
Reggie Williams® place in the limelight

is firmly entrenched, but it is the quiet

time for Coach Jim Calhoun and his
charges as the Huskies boast only two

ter leaving the bench at the 2:15 mark,
the guard drew cheers from the Hartford Civic Center crowd whenever he

presence of McDonald and the strength
of the Hoya bench that must continue

wins against nine losses in the conference and an 8-13 overall mark.

touched the ball. Lang missed his first

if Georgetown is to be a post-season

career field goal attempt in the waning

factor.

Hoyas Tripped Up in Overtime Classic

el

HOYA

and

a

lishing himself inside.
Guards Mark Tillmon

by Philip Junker

ee

Hoya Cagers Crush Connecticut 78-50

Women's Basketball Team Falls to BC 74-73

The HOYA
Athlete of
the Week
Jennifer Bell
Bell, a senior sprinter from Dunwoody, GA, set a school record in
the 200m dash with a time of 25:47.
The new Georgetown standard was
set last weekend as the women’s

track team competed at the Delaware Invitational meet.

30) and .800 from the line (4 of 5.)

three of their last four games last week,
the Hoyas
straight.

have

now

dropped

three

The Connecticut Huskies, coming
into the game off a 76-67 loss to Providence at home last Saturday, edged
out the Hoyas 74-73 for a 7-5 record in

HOYA

Staff Writer

As the men’s indoor track season
enters the home stretch, Georgetown
athletes continue their winning ways
as qualifying times and university re-

cords continue to fall.
The

men’s track team competed

the Navy

and George

Mason

at

Invita-

tionals last weekend and showed prom-

ising signs as the squad anticipates the
season
— culminating championships
which begin next weekend. Three runners qualified for the Mid-Atlantic

Championships

(IC4A’s) at the Navy

eH

Invitational while in Virginia, Pat Mann

set a new school record in 300m dash
with a second place finish in 34.37.
The junior also took third place in the
high hurdles. “Pat Mann had an outstanding weekend,” said Coach Frank
Gagliano.
In the 400m race senior Pat Dan'dridge was nicked at the tape by Afri-

can Olympian Dave Lishibo but qualified for IC4A’s with a time of 48.9
seconds. Sophomore Robert Leonardo
and junior Mike Huber grabbed runnerup places as well with IC4A quality

(9:07.7) and sophomore
(9:09.2).
Tom
jump,”

Bill Going

Mowatt had an “excellent
according to Coach Gagliano

and beat out the field in the triple
jump for Georgetown’s sole win, at
George Mason with a 514 1/2” leap.
Among the other notable performances
in the indoor field events, pole vaulter
Dan Schlitt cleared 14 feet for fourth
place. Runners who won their section
races over the weekend included Mike

Thomas (50.2) in the 400m, John Parisi
(1:56.5) in the 800m; Mike McCracken

(2:33.4) in the 1000m; and Pat Higgins
(8:39.06) in the 3000m.
Coach Gagliano was pleased with
last weekend's individual efforts and
with the Big East Championships on
the horizon he exudes confidence.
“It’s the start of the Triple Crown,”
he said.

The

“Triple

Crown”

refers to the

three big meets of February and March:

with Kris Lamb
Huskies.

adding seven for the

The second half saw the lead change
hands six times. The Hoyas dominated
the first 15 minutes, leading by as many
as nine twice. Again the Huskies fought

UConn jumped out to an early first

back, taking the lead 59-58 at the 3:12

half lead which eventually gave way to

mark.
4
After a Rodriguez layup, a UConn
free throw by Renee Najarian tied the
game at 60 with 2:08 left. Najarian and
Rodriguez traded jumpers to tie the
score at 62. With 0:49 left, Jill Brumbaugh ran into Rodriguez and sent her

a fine Georgetown offensive effort. The

Hoyas took the lead at the 12:31 mark,
and led by as many

as 10 at the 7:22

mark. They did not relinquish the lead
the rest of the half, but UConn battled
back to within one point (34-33) at the

performances in the 500m (1:04.3) and
800m (1:53.6) races respectively.
The GU distance contingent swept
the two mile race at Navy. Senior Mike
Quinn won with a 9:00.8 time. He was
followed by junior Mark Whitehouse

11 points, while freshman guard Erin
Breslin added five. UConn was paced
with 10 by senior guard Tammie Sweet

. Big East competition (11-10 overall.)
The Hoyas fell to 4-9 in the Big East
and 7-16 overall.

Mann Sets School Mark in 300m
by Molly Solomon

Georgetown junior forward Diane
Rodriguez led all first half scorers with

the Big East, IC4A’s and NCAA finals.
Intraconference rivals Pittsburgh,
Villanova and St. John’s should chal-

the victory.
With one more weekend of regular
season competition set to begin, the
Hoyas’ fingers are crossed with hopes
that their injury list remains short. At
this time only high jumper David Williams’ condition is doubtful for the upcoming championship meet.
Freshman

John

Trautmann

already

has proven himself with an impressive
victory in the 1000m in January and a
third place finish in the IC4A mile last
weekend.

Mike

McCracken,

Nelis and Chris Warner

Pat Mec-

continue

to

improve while making the adjustment
from high school to collegiate compe-

had the ball under their own basket.
With 0:04 left to play Rodriguez in-

Tammi

Sweet,

double

figures for the Huskies.

both

of

the

With 0:06 left in the game, Renee was
fouled as she put in the typing layup
for UConn. She missed the bonus; and

bounded the ball to Jill Cook, whose
shot didn’t fall.

With the score tied at 64 apiece, the
overtime was reflective of the previous
two halves. GU came out strong and

points and 12 rebounds. Jill Brumbaugh,
and

Kris Lamb

all hit

The

Hoyas were .429 from the field and
.905 from the line, whereas UConn was

.544 and .545, respectively.

took control, but down the stretch,
UConn came back. With 1:41. left in
OT, Brumbaugh hit one of two free
throws to tie the game at 69. Rodriguez
was then fouled and with 1:21 left, she

“It was a tremendous effort on the
part of our kids, especially Diane

put the Hoyas up by two. Najarian was
fouled as she put in a left-side jumper

physical errors. We had opportunities
to win the game, but we didn’t. When

with 1:08. She: completed
point-play and sent UConn

you

the threeup by one.

A pair of Rodriguez free throws with
0:42 were not enough to win. With
0:12 on the clock, Najarian canned a
pair of free throws for the eventual
win. Rodriguez’s last-second effort was

|Rodriguez|” said Head Coach Patrick
Knapp. “We did 99% of the things right
that we wanted to do. It was just some

put

that much into a game

you

hate to lose”. The Hoyas have Seton
Hall, whom they have beaten once this
season, up next. “It’s
a’ big game for

us,” said Knapp. “We've done better in
the Big East than most people expected, and we'd like that to continue.”

Science, Becks Top IM Hoop Seeds
Maloney and Brendan Owen to win.
Despite a 2-2 league record, No Fat
Chicks is rated third on the basis of

by Mark Chubb
HOYA

lenge Georgetown for the overall Big
East title. Gagliano believes his team

has all the elements needed to pull off

after a highly-disputed timing error, GU

made

Staff Writer

Perhaps the most grueling schedule in organized basketball, with 39
games in 4 days, will begin on
March 17th at Yates when the fifth

playing everybody close and having

is among the top two or three league
players and has a knack for taking
control of games in<crunch time,
and Pierre Dobson, second Harbin

a “good

was one of Sullivan’s predicted Fi-

chance”

to beat

anyone

they play, according to Sullivan.

nal Four teams, along with First and

Third

annual Intramural Basketball Tour-

Dry Ice was one of the surprise
teams of the season, upsetting run

New

Mary’s.

South

Other

and

dorm

Third
teams

St.
have

nament opens. Depth will be an im-

and gun Sth-ranked Mak Masters to

portant factor and will give some

win their division. The sixth through

comparable starting talent, but will
be severely tested by lack of depth,

teams decided advantages as winning teams will be required to play
twice a day.

twelfth ranked teams are close and

one extreme example being Fourth

the rankings were tough to determine, according to Sullivan, who

Copley.
In the Women’s division, O
favorite, particularly if point
Carla Burton can control the
Fourth New South, the second

10 teams in the indepen-

picked a Final Four of Becks, Mak

dent division,” commented Jim
‘Wedge’ Sullivan, assistant intramural director, “4 teams in the dorm
league, and 3 women’s teams all
capable of winning, this is the most
wide open tournament we've ever

“With

Masters, Science and No Fat Chicks,
with 10th seed Potent Gas a possible sleeper.
In the dorm division, New South
dominates, with third New South
ranked first on the strength of their

had.” The independent tournament,

5-0 record and “quality depth,” and

Sullivan, is the only way to beat O.
Third seeded second New South

is the
guard
floor.
seed,

almost upset O by employing slowdown tactics, which, according to

tition.

with 22 entrants, is the largest and

first New South ranked second. First

most competitive of the three divi-

also has a chance

The men’s team splits up and travels
to the Vitalis Olympic Invitational at

sions.
‘Becks,

New South will be hurt by the loss
of big man, Jeff Hamilton to knee

the strength of their depth. Fourth
seed Rhite Wussians has a tough
first round assignment going up
against OREO. The Wussians rely

the Meadowlands and the Bud Light
Invitational at George Mason University this weekend for final regular sea-

son races.

ee

Hoyas were .500 from the field (15 of

versity of Connecticut free throws with
0:12 left in overtime. After winning

She

mo

Freshman guard Mark Tillmon goes up amongst the big men for a layup
last week.

ball team was beaten by a pair of Uni-

line.

TS

In a Big East thriller Tuesday night
at McDonough, the women’s basket-

the

a sophomore

team

rely-

ing on balance and depth, is topranked, while second ranked Science, a junior dominated team,

needs consistent scoring from Mike

Tr

Staff Writer

long, as UConn squeaked by 74-73.
Diane Rodriguez ended the game
with a career-high 30 points, while Beth
Knight put in 10 for the Hoyas. Renee
Najarian continued on their Big East
roll by pacing the Huskies with 18

to

one and one’s to send GU up 64-62.

—

HOYA
ro

end of the half.
In an offense-dominated first half,
UConn shot a whopping .609 from the
field (14 of 23.) The Huskies were .833
from the free throw line (5 of 6.) The

EF

by Eric Amend

for an upset on

surgery. Second Harbin is, according to Sullivan, the most improved
team, rebounding from a first round

on Kelly Hynes,

Early Bird loss to grab the third

player in the women’s division, and

seed. Led by Tom Timperman, who

can win if their guard play improves.

possibly

the best

Hoya Homecoming: Men’s Hoops Returns to McDonough Gymnasium
by John Knight
HOYA

Staff Writer

When the Georgetown Hoyas take
the floor tomorrow for their matchup

against the Bowie State Bulldogs, the
real story won't be the game, but its location. For the first time in three years,
the Hoyas will be playing in McDonough Gymnasium, their original home.
In 1950, Georgetown first started

playing their home games at McDonough. The quaint gymnasium seemed
perfect for many reasons; located only
a short walk from any part of the campus, it was accessible to all students;
furthermore, seating 4400, it was the
perfect size for a program of Georgetown’s caliber; finally, being such a
small arena, the noise level was guaranteed to always be at that peak which

had come to be expected from college
basketball games. For 30 years, McDonough more than admirably served
the needs of the Hoyas.
Beginning in the 81-82 season, however, as the team met with success
heretofore unknown to the Hoya bas-

the ever increasing needs of the Hoyas.
McDonough still offered all of the
above mentioned advantages; because
the team was having such a phenomen-

television screen atop

the scoreboard.

It was certainly an adequate replacement for McDonough, but in the hearts
of many, it w
he s

al year, thus insuring the 4400 person

however,

many

potential fans would

have to be turned away from games
played by the nationally ranked Hoyas.
This, combined with Georgetown’s entrance into the Big East Conference,
led the Athletic Department to make
the realistic choice to change the residence of the Hoyas from Georgetown
University to Landover, Maryland.
The transition from McDonough to
the Capital Centre was a gradual one.
In 81-82, 12 of the “home” games were
played at the Cap Centre; the other
five home games took place at more
familiar and convenient McDonough.
As a sporting facility, the Capital Centre was unquestionably impressive.

Home

apparent

was it large enough to seat anyone in-

McDonough

Gymnasium

game tomorrow at 8 p.m.

will once

again

be filled for a regular season

sible.

To the delight of those who despised
the 45 minute trek out to McDonough,

the

a March snowstorm forced the Georgetown/Providence game to be played at

then number three ranked Missouri Ti-

McDonough in the 1983-84 season. Al-

gers. Not coincidentally, the best regular season game of the year took place
in front of an absolutely maniacal crowd
jammed into McDonough Gym. The.
noise level, crowd involvement and
general insanity found in McDonough
that Saturday afternoon led to the
Hoyas’ smashing the Steve Stipano-

though the game had neither the national coverage nor the significance of
the affair two seasons previous with

a late season

matchup

with

vich-led Tigers on national television.

for local favorites Bullets and

that McDonough would no longer serve

Perhaps the most memorable game
of the 1981-82 regular season, the game
which truly announced that Georgetown was a team to be reckoned with,
was

arena would always be filled to capacity, the small gymnasium had become
the kind of “pit” opposing teams hate
to play in. Because it seated only 4400,

Capitals, it was well prepared to deal
with big and rowdy crowds. Not only

ketball program, it became

terested in viewing a Hoya game in
person, it featured a most impressive

Missouri, it still attracted 4500 rowdy
people who made the place rock.
Thus tomorrow's anticipated “Valentines Day massacre” marks a return
home for the Hoyas. Were Georgetown
playing Bowie State at the Capital Cen-

Many were left pondering whether the
game would have been such a tremendous experience had it taken place at

tre, the arena would more

the Cap Centre.

game

The Missouri game officially marked
the end of the McDonough era. Beginning in 82-83, all of the Hoya regular
season games would be scheduled at
the Cap Centre. Although many people
mourned the end of this era, the move
was really a necessary one. It essentially boiled down to the fact that the
Cap Centre seated four times as many
people as McDonough, thus making

and even though it is Bowie State, a
true college basketball aura will more
probably prevail. For those who find
themselves frothing over the possibility

Hoya games

appeased.

more

reasonably

acces-

closely re-

semble a ghost town than the site of

a heated basketball shootout. As the

of

will take place at McDonough,

the

Hoyas

playing

more

of

their

home games at McDonough, they will
unfortunately have to settle for the two
exhibition

contests

and

the

touring

with

which

they

(Blue

Grey

game

international

team)

are supposed

to be

;

